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^JlJI <,LiJL jJJI mu

Foreword

by

Justice Mulana Muhammad Ta^i Usmani

To choose a suitablc namc Ibr a child has always

been a matter of interest for Muslim lamily. Whenevcr

a child is born„parents search Ibr a good namc for him

or hcr. Islamic teachings have also encouraged the

Muslims to select a meaningRil aud good namc for their

childrcn. Thc Holy prophet * M has changed the names

of several persons, bccausc thcy carricd a bad scnse.

lt is reportcd by Abdullah ibn Umar - -&*, thc well-

known Sahabi. that onc of his sisters was named *~^

(Asiyah) which means 'disobedient'. The Holy Prophet

< »V changed her name to 'Jamilah' (bcautilul).

Many scientists today havc admittcd that thc name

of a person may intluence his lile. but tlic i loly Prophet

»i£* has revcaicd this fact to his ibllowcrs 1400 years

aso when he advised thc Muslims lo selccl good namcs
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for their children.

The names are also a source of identity of one's

religion. Therefore, the Muslims have been naming their

children after the prophets, the Sahabah (Companions of

the Holy Prophet S ) and the pious persons of the

Islamic history. Their names have thus been reflecting

their Islamic identity. Unfortunate!y, this aspect of our

lives is being neglected by many Muslims who do not

bother to pay any attention to the meaning or any other

association attached to their names. In their eagerness to

follow the modern trends, they some times select a name

for their children which is totally meaningless or carries

a bad meaning or has an un-Is!amic background.

For example, the female names iike 'Tahmina',

'Rubina', 'Nazli' have no meaning at all. The word

'Naaheed' means a woman whose breasts are fully

developed, and it is a shame tocall a woman with this

name. Similarly, some Muslims girls are named as

'Naailah' which means calamity. Many boys are named

as 'Parvaiz' while 'Parvaiz' was the name ofakingof

Persia who had torn the letter of the Holy Prophet

into pieces. It is shameful for Muslim to name his child

after such an enemy of Islam. It is also seen in some

Arab countries that a person is named j_>p> Tiraun'

which is the Arabic title of Pharaoh, the tyrant of Egypt

who persecuted the followers of Sayyidna 'Moosa'

(Moses) ~£B, and was drowned in the sea as divine

punishmcnt.

Some names tbund in our community are not

correct, because they are based on superstitions or on a

talse belief. The names Iike 'Gnaws Bakhsh' or 'Rasool
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Bakhsh
1

are some times adopted to indicate that this

child is a gift given by a prophet or sufi. This belief may

be tantamount to 'Shirk', because it is only Allah

Almighty who can bless someone with a child. Nobody

else has any such power.

Some times the names are abbreviated in a manner

that their accurate sense is totally changed and they fall

in the ambit of Shirk. For example, the compound names

like 'Abdurrahman', Abdurrazaq', Abdurrabb', are often

abbreviated as 'Rahman' 'Razzaq' and 'Rabb' while

'Rahman' 'Razzaq' and 'Rabb' are the holy names of

Allah which are exclusive for Him alone and cannot be

used for any other person. It is not permissible to call a

human being with these names without a prefix of 'Abd'

etc. But few people attend to this prohibition.

In short, the selection of names for the children

should not be taken lightly. It may bring serious results

both in this world and in the Hereafter.

However, the Muslims who are conscious of this

fact need guide-book which can help them in selecting a

suitable name for their children. Some brief booklets are

found to serve this purpose, but a more comprehensive

book was still needed, specially forthe Muslims living

in the Western countries.

On my request, my son Mr. Muhammad Imran

Ashraf Usmani who is a graduate of Darul-'Uloom

Karachi undertook this task and compiled the present

guide-book to fulfill this need.

He has collected the suitable names for the Muslim

boys and girls from original Arabic resources, and has

explained their meanings andtheir associations. All the
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names are arranged in an alphabetica! order and if soine

names are non-Arabic, their origin has been indicated

before eacli. Where no such indication is found, it means

that they are of Arabic origin.

This is also a good coilection of thc suitable names

which is easy to consult. It is hoped thal it will assisl tlie

Bnglish knowing Muslims in acquainlirig themselvcs

witli good Muslim names and their meanings. May
Allali bless this effort with His approval and may make
it useful for the Mustims and a source of His Pleasure in

the Hereafter.

This is also tlie first book of my son Mr.

Muhammad lmran Ashraf Usmani wliich reHccts his

literary interest. May Allah graut him a long pcaccTul

life and make this book his first step towards a briilianl

academic future and prologuc to liuiiieroiis greater

serviccs to Islam and Muslims.

Muhammacl Taqi L smani

Karachi, 27 Muharram 14 16 A.II.
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INTRODUCTION

II is indeed a happy occasion and pleasant moment

when parents are blessed with a chlld. However the real

plcasure can be achieved and enhanced even inore if the

rules of Shari'ah are adhered to and all meaningless

traditions, rituals and cnstoms are abandoncd, which

have not been approvcd by the Shari'ah; Almighty Allah

has cominanded us to act upon allthe rnles wliich have

becn mentioned in the Holy Qur'an or laid down by the

Holy Prophet <&'* or practiced by the blessed

companions of the Hply Prophet »&.*.

Therefore, before embarking upou the main subject

of this guide-book, I would like to give a brief account

of some important rules of Shari'ah in this respect. May

Almighty Allah give us all the Tawfeeq to act upon all

the rules of Shari!ah..

AFTER THE BIRTH OF CHILD:
The first thing that parents should do is to give the

chiSd a Ghusl (Islamic Bath).

Then, the parcnts shonld request an Aalim or a

pioi.!s person to give Ataan in the right ear and lqaamal

in the child's left-ear, It is better that this noble act of

worship ('Ibaadat) is undertaket1 r*y an Aalim or a pious
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person so that the Barakat (Blessing of Allah) can be

coiweyed to the infant , and in the absence of sucli

people, this 'Ibaadat may be performed by any other

Muslim.

The benefit of giving Azaan and hjaamat is that the

voice of Islam, the Greatness of Allah, the Oneness of

Allah, and the message of the Holy Prophet t$M will

reach the depth of his heart and he is likely to grow up

as a practicing, obeying Muslim.((JU' «5i»suji)

PRAYERS OF THIS BLESSED OCCASION:
It is mustahabb (better) to recite the following

du'aa after the Azaan and Iqaamat:

O Allah, I seek your protection for her and her

descendants from the accursed Satan.

Note: For boys read: >^ and « j>j

i s a^Ji <JJl i jtJ <JJl y> J» ( f^r-J\ j**J>\ *Di
(.—

i

With the name of Allah , the most Beneficent, the

most Merciful. Say! He is Allah, the One, Allah is

one on whom depends the entire creation and He

depends on no one. He begets not, nor is He

begotten. And there is none akin to Him.

h~j- b"U r^U."^
1
» i tui» ,' LJu l> 4»»l (^lil

O Allah, make him pious and God-1'earing and

make him grow up in Islaam with an excellent

growth.

l'or tiirls read:
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O Allah, make her pious and God-fearing and
make her grow with an excellent growth.

Allah, teach him the Qur'an and wisdom and

give him the understanding in Deen.

for girls read:

.jjjjt Js\^.ii ; k^J-\
j vbS0l L^. ^Ui

O Allah, teach her the Qur'an and wisdom and
give herthe understanding in Deen.

TAHNEEK:
Tahneek means: Placing a chewed piece of morsel

in the mouth of an intant, preferably dates. Honey may
be an ideal substitute for it.

Since the Holy Prophet <&> made the Tahneek of
two companions namely Abdullah Ibne Zubair and

Abdullah Ibne Talha ( l^_a ju; ii ^^this practice of

Tahneek has become Masnoon (the practice of the Holy

Prophet <®>(and like Azaan this 'Ibadah should be

performed by a learned Aalim or a pious elder of the

family; and in the absence of these pcople any male
Muslim may do it.

HAIR CUTTING; AQEEQAH ANJ) NAMING THE
CHILD:

It is masnoon (preferab!e) lo have the baby's head
shaved, which is tenned in Shari'ah as 'Acjeegah (KirM
shavirtg of the head) and tu saciiHee an nniiuul an.itn
namethechildon tln- seventli da\ llierhis hi.lh
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After cutting thc hair of the cbiki , his rcmoved hair

shoukl bc weighed and some moncy equivalcnt to thc

weight of the child's hair should bc givcn in charity (as

Sadaqah) lo Ihc needy pcople in or out of the ianiily;

thcn thc hair should bc buried.

|

?or thc purposc of 'Aqeeqah on this occasion two

shccp or two goats for a boy and one shccp or onc goat

Ibr a girl should be sacriilccd; and its mcat can be calcn

by thc parcnts and thc tamily or can bc distributcd to thc

poor and nccdy pcoplc.

lt should be kcpt in mind that it is not mandatory lo

sacriHce two goats or shecp: ifthc parents cannot ailord

thcy can sacrifice one goat or onc shcep or thcy can

contribute l/7th of a cow for a girl or 2/7th for a boy, if

othcr partners are availab!e either peiforming/k/i.'t'</t//i

of thcir own childrcn or pcrlbrming annual sacriiice in

/.ulhijjah,

H is bcttcr to rccilc this chiu (praycrj on the

occasion of sacriilcc :

,_pTi 4Ji ,JJl —^ ;t-l l _>• ^!

KHATNAH OR CIRCUMCISION:
Kiiatnah (Circunicision) beforc thc age of seven is

also a Suimah (preicrable practice) in Islam. Thc chikks

hcalth must bc takcn inlo consideration belbre dcciding

to do Khatnah.

BREAST- FEEDING:
Sincc Ihe intant is an offspring of the mothcr. ii is
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her moral duty to feed the child. The mother's milk is the

most nutritious food for the child. The mother's milk

nourishes the child physically and psychologically; it

influences his character, habits and senses; it strengthens

the bonds of love, affection and intimacy between

niother and child. It has other countless benefits also,

therefore, all other artificial methods should be given up

unless mother's health or other circumstances do not

allow her to breast- feed. However she should always

make sure that no Haram food (prohibited in Islam) is

consumed by the child.

The Dhikr and Bismillah should always be recited

betore the feeding.

The maximum period of breast-feeding is two

years. Islam does not allow the exceeding of tliis period.

THE CHILD'S CLOTHING:
Muslim males are restricted trom dressing

fhemselves like women, this is why their male children

should not be dressed with silk, or deep red colored

clothes and they should not wear gold.

Parents should ensure that the children's dress is in

an honorable and modest manner, never imitating the

styles of disbelievers.

PRECAUTION AGAINST MISFORTUNE:
In order to protect the children from physical and

spiritual ills and to make them immune from Satanic

intluence, the following dua should be recited as often

as possible and be blown on the child:

J^ -j . i,la . jLlz~i \? -1 v c-'L.LJ' «1)1 oUlC ij*i
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8

-*"*. JjJ1 Lf

I seek protection by the perfect words of Allah

from the evil of every devil and reptile, and from
the evil of every revengeful eye.

Aayatul Kursi and the four Quls may also be recited

and blown on the child.

NAMING THE CHILD:
It is the infant's vested right to be honored with a

good name. While choosing a name for the child. it

shonld be remembered that nanies may intluence the

lives of a child . Here are some sayings (Ahadeeth) of

the Holy Prophet *M'} to show the importance of
seiecting a good and correct name:

SOME AHADITH (SAYINGS) ABOUT NAMING
THE CHILD:

Jj t \**V< t-j-t Jiil Jj—j jli Jli <<_p _»l __>_, j»s. v1 -ji

y) • ifX>J& J ^L-* *Srj*-l) . JU-^LLj- j Jrt___ J_j 2»l

,<_jb

Ibn Umar (_J_) narrates that the Ho!y Prophet

\8t& said: " Truly, the most loved of your names

by Aliah are: Abdullah and Abdur-Rahmaan."

iei__S'T *I_"L I ._-_- _ill J 4— , Jli Jli ____Jr<, _-_s s-

l^i___>l
_j

i -,-^Ijug j _-i__-t : JLC 4»! Jj »le*V i
_•!

j -Jbjjl ->r_^l) sy. j wJj3- L__-J' - .*^ J >_-_ b"

.(^L-Jl
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It is also reported that the Holy Prophet 4SM
said: Keep the names after the Prophets <«&jp, And
the most desirable names by Allah Almighty are

Abdullah and Abdur-Rahmaan, the most truthml

names are Haarith (planter) and Hammaam
(thoughtful) and the most disliked ones are Harb
(battle) and Murrah (bitter).

NAMING AFTER THE NAME OF THE HOLY
PROPHETW

yl. ^»j j, : & Jj^, J(i J\i «J j, ^j^ j,\ js-

>_T) J—.U)i
fJt Jl o^ij

_, SSjjjl U* oj* ^f jj jp-jj

.( ^ J «Jj,, JUl

The Holy Prophet 0$) said:" whoever is named
after me with the hope of being blessed, he will be
blessed every morning and evening till the Day of
qiyamah (Dooms day)."

iU > fi i^y ii JkJj j, _J)| J^j j|i J(j &[J ,( .___

> -^ 1 j »jV J y> JLS" ^l. l^jy jJU Ll^

He also said: " To whomever is born a boy and
he names him Muhammad only out of love for

me and for the blessings of my name , then both
he (the father) and his son will be in Jannah
(Paradise)."

GIVING GOOD NAMES:

'"

'U-' 1 rji Oj#Jv" S^\ : M Jj^j Jl» Ju f bjjiji. ^i jt.

J—jl "

—

^j^h - c&U"! ij—*-ii i [X'L1 cL-i _, ^SJLrL
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The Holy Prophet <#> said: On the Day of

Qiyamah you will be cailed by your (own) names

and the names of your fathers. Therefore give

good names." (Aboo Dawood)

. -4 J ajjlj Jj-
jjjjt Jp- 4»l Jj-*J Jlj J^ *j>.j» ^i

1 j*

The Holy Prophet Gfr) said: It is the right ofa

child that his father should give him a good name;

and when he cotnes of age should get him

married; and he should give him the education of

Qur'an."

It was the practice of the Holy Prophet iM? to

inquire the names of persons and villages. If they were

pleasant, it became apparent on his face. If not, his

displeasure could be seen.

: \*}\ *j Ju» ? <zlv\ L* ^ 1 Jj-j «J J 1^ ij*j f>U» ?si*

j-Ui ? 3 jus ^iii v- :JU f i,j-M ^ 1 Jj-*J ^ -lUi - ^j*"

« I Jl «9 ij~*i :JUJ ? Jj^l L. /j|t Jj-j *) JU> ijsrj

(Usjll *»j*t)
.

i^-l^-' <5h Jj^J
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Once the Holy Prophet <0) called for a person to

milk a camel. One person volunteered; the Holy

Prophet (ft) said to him: What is your name? he

said: "Harb". The Holy Prophet <§^> said: Sit

down and refused to accept his service because

his name was "Harb"(meaning: War) which did

not imply pleasantness. Then the Holy Prophet

i&ji said: Who will milk? Then the second person

stood up to milk, the Holy Prophet *a>.* asked

him his name; he said: Ya'eesh( j**: long live).

The Holy Prophet |#> said to him: "Milk her".

Tlie Holy Prophet (#) used to change bad names

as the foIlowing Hadith tells us:

(2831 :^j o-l-^i ^s-h _***

A'aisha (lj -* i»i
_

'*_>) narrates that the Holy

Prophet <S) used to change bad names.

HOW TO FIND A NAME:
The names in this book have been collected from

the original Arabic sources, and have been explained

with regard to their meanings and their associations. All

the names are arranged in an alphabetical order and if

some names are non-Arabic, their origin has been

indicated before each. Where no such indication is

tbund, it means that they are of Arabic origin

According to the rules of transliteration, the Arabic

Alphabets will be found as under:

cj under the chapter of T

_, TH

_ H
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t KH
i DH
j z

u- S

j SH

j> S

j> p

J» T

i 2H

C A

t I

t U

t GH
J Q
JJ K

j w
l H

tf Y
However, for the convenience of a common reader

not acquainted with this transliteration scheme, the
names are arranged according to thcir pronunciation
also. For example, the name cuUJcan be found in the

chapter of T (as Thaabit 1

) and also in the chapter of S
(as Saabit) the name /lican he found in the chapter of
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D (as Dhaakir) as well as in the cliapter of Z (as Zaakir)

and so on. That is why some names may be found in

more than one place.

Frequent Terms:
There are some terms frequently used in tlie book.

Here is their brief explanation:

Sahabi:

A male companion of the Holy Prophet »#> who

has the honour of seeing him in the state of Islam. Pl.

Sahabah.

Sahaabiyyah:

Feminine of Sahabi- who has the honor of seeing

thc Holy Prophet iMP in the state of Islam. Plural.

Sahabiyyaat.

Tabi :

A pupil of a Sahabi.

Taabiyyah :

A female pupil of a Sahabi.

Raawi:

A person who has reported some Traditions of the

Holy Prophet \#>.

Raawiyah:

A female reporter of the Traditions.

Hadith:

A saying or a Tradition of the Holy Prophet %Mf
Pl.Ahadith.
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Muhaddith:

A person qualified in the science of Hadith.

Mujaahid:

A Muslim who Cights for an Isiamic cause.

Quari:

A scholar of the science of the Recitation of the

Holy Qur'an.

BIBLIOGRAPHY:
The names in this book are taken from the Arabic,

Persian, Engtish and Urdu authentic books; the names of

the books are listed below:

(jjjl **
J
)^yj~~ji)'> j**j>- jjl Jiib^JJ 4j>^aJl iijiw j 4jL^'I :(2)

.Lij j-js jjUJjO tl—Ji r!A*i:(4)

.(jUii J^ :wJ>« iOji)
r
U ^.>L-i:(5)

. ^j7J r^:(6)

.L/j wL&L~"! -Wj£ .^JUil SjOUIJ ^iil:(7)

^l kU-Vl:(8)

,(,5)1 ^j) j^ii. JU-£ ^jL^JLJ JhjJlJI c L~i(9)

. jU~_l! w» 1—^:(10)

. -juD £>Ji r
_**i fi-:(ll)

.

f
js- jj^ ^^jrui-uu-i:(12)

.jj? _jV jjw=S'i «U-:(13)

.g;.uii ^iil ^ vJJUt>uJ JLwJi /^:(14)
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,fp. _^ ijyJi *.ij* :(15)

i^U jJ J l»Jt~ j * l*"W :(16)

(17) : Names for Muslim chiidren (English) compil-

ed by Qari Muhammad Rafiq.

(18): The Complete Dictionary of English and

Hebrew FirstNames by ALFRED J. KOLATCH.

[n the end, l request all readers of this book to

remember me and my parents in their duaas. May Allah

grant His approval to this little effort of mine and bless

me with the guidance to render more and greater

services to Islam and Muslims.

.^J Jl - JA^ JU - JL yi jUJ^ Lj

Muhammad Imran Ashraf Usmani

14Safar 1416 A.H.
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A

Note: When a child is given a name where one oj

the attributes of Allah is desired to be used it is

necessary that the word Abd meaning servant or

slave be used as a preflx; as Abdullah,

AbdulBaan, meaning the servant ofAUah or the

Creator Deitv.

t
Aabid: ^u

Worshipper; suitable combination: Muhammad
"Aabid. 'Aabidurrahmaan.

Aadam: fii

Name of the well known first Prophet of

Almighty Allah; and first human being sent to

the earth. its meaning in Hebrew is: Earth; and it

is also ascribed Phoenician and Babylonian

origins, meaning: man, mankind.

Aadil:Jii*

('Aadil) Just; upright; sincere; attribute of the

Holy Prophet 4&>.

Aalam: ,Ji*

('Aalam) World; suitable ccmbination:

Muhammad Aalam, Fakhr 'Alam.
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Aali: #*

('Aaii) Sublime , high.

Aalim : ,Ji*

(' Aalim ) Scholar , knowing,

Aamil: J*i*

(

L

Aamil ) Doer , work man.

Aamir: ,-•*

(' Aamir ) Inhabited; populous; full; filled up;

cultivated (of land); civilized;'flourishing;

prosperous.

Aaqib:._J^

('Aaqib) A good successor, fol!ovver.

Aaqil:JiU

('Aaqil) lntelligent.

Aarif:-!>

('AariO Knowing, skilled, recognizing Allah .

Aashiq:j-i^

('Aashiq) Lover.

Aashir: ^u

living; spendinga life,
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.

Aasif: Mi
It was the name of the minister of Hazrat
Sulaimaan, the Prophet of Allali .

Aasim^i*

Keeper, guardian, protector; name of a famous
Quari.

Autif:^u

Kind, affectionate; compassionate.

Aatiq: jsu

Free: liberated; independent; name: Aatiq Ali;
Muhammad Aatiq.

Aaus: ^ji

Myrtle; ace (in cards). Name of a number of
Sahabah, e.g. Aus ibn Thabit: Aus ibn Saamit

,

Aus ibn Kholy.

Aaus: ^i

Name of a number of Sahabah, e.g. Aus ibn
Thabit; Aus ibn Saamit Aus ibn kholy.

Aazim: rjU

('Aazim) Intending; determining: resolved

on: applying the mind to an undertakina

Abaan: jti
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More \isible, distinct. Mame of a great

Muhaddith, scholar of Hadith.

Abbaad:^

(•Abbaad) Great worshipper of Allah.

Abbaas: ^u
('Abbaas): Gloomy look.Mame ofthe uncle of

the Holy Prophet and well-known Sahabi.

Abdul-Ahad: .^Sw

CAbduI-Ahad) Slave of the One: unique;

without partner; Al Ahad is one of the attributes

of Almighty Allah.

Abdul-Khaaliq: j)U-u*

('Abdul-Khaaliq) Slave of the Creator; one who

creates things from non-existence.

Abdullah: &Uj>

('Abdullah ) S!ave of Allah; favorite name of

the Holy Prophet <0>; the Holy Prophet i»)

iiked this name for a Muslim child.

Abdul~Qadeer:^^

CAbdul-Qadeer) Slave of the Powerful; mighty.

Abdul-Qayyoom: r^J**

('Abdul-Qayyoom) Slave of the Everlasting;

Al- Qayyoom is an attribute applied to Allah
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Almighty.

Abdul-CJuahhaarijt^u^

('Abdul-Quahhaar) Slave of the Subduing; He
who is victorious and dominant in a way that He
can do anything He wills.

AbduI-Quddoos: ^j-oJu^

('Abdul-Quddoos) Slave of the One who is free

from any physical and moral defects; blessed;

pious; and celestial person; AI-Quddoos is an

attribute applied to Allah.

Abdul-Wahhab: u^j^
('Abdul-Wahhab) Slave of the One who gives

charity etc. abundantly.

Abdur Rahmaan: jl^jl*.

('Abdur Rahmaan) Slave of Rahmaan, the Most
Beneficent; the Holy Prophet {§>} liked this

name for a Muslim child.

Abdur-Rabb: ^J^
('Abdur-Rabb) Slave of the the Sustainer

; master.

Abdus-Samad: jlwJll^

('Abdus-Samad) Slave of the Eternal; Slave of

the One who is need-free and the only Being to

apply to if one has any need to be completed or
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any troubles to be eliminated.

Abdus-Sattaar: jUjl*

('Abdus-Sattaar) Slave of the One who conceals

faults by the veil of His Mercy.

Aboo Mahdhoorahisjj)-^ y
(Abu mahzoorah) Name of one Companion of

the Prophet of Allah.

Abraar: y/

Pl. of birr: virtue, piety.

Abtahi: ^*v

One who lives in Abtah, a place near Makkah.

Abu 'Ubaidah: «.*«* y

A great Sahabi of the Prophet, peace be upon

him; one of the ten Companions whom the Holy

Prophet (Peace be upon him) has declared as the

people of Jannah.

Abu Ayyoub: ^/ y

Popular Sahabi of the Prophet i&* of Allah;

when the Holy Prophet, peace be upon him,

migrated to Madinah, he hosted him in his home

for some days.

Abu Darda': Bl»j»>l

Famous Sahabi of Rasoolullah , peace be upon <
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him.

Abu Hanifa: •*?-* y
A great scholar and jurist of Islamic law.

Abu Mas'ood: ^y^ y
A great Sahabi who participated in the battle of

Badr.

Abu Moosa: ^-y y>

A well-known Sahabi; his full name was Abu

Moosa Al-Ash'ari.

Abu Sa'eed: -v~ y

A well-known Sahabi; his full name was Abu

Sa'eed Khudri.

Abu Taalib: <J&> y
The uncle of the Holy Prophet i'&} ; and the

father of Hazrat Ali (i§»)-

Abu Yousuf: ->-~y. y

Name of a great jurist and pupil of Imaam Abu

Hanifah -^ & <•>-;.

Abubakr: ^. y

Famous Sahabi; First Caliph of the Prophet
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Abudhar: >y
{Abu Zarr) A great Sahabi of the Prophet of

Allah.

Abuhudhaifah:*^i^ y
(Abu Huzaifah) A famous Sahabi of

Rasoolullah, peace be upon him.

Abuhurairah: v./ s>

A great Sahabi who is the narrator ofmany

Ahadith (Traditions ).

Abujuharahi-Utwjji

A Sahabi of the Holy Prophet (0).

Abul haitham:^^

(Abul Haitham) A Sahabi; also a great scholar

of history.

Abulkalaam : f$£&y)

A great scholar, well known politician .

Abulyusr: j~J\ y
A great Sahabi who participated in the battle of

Badr.

AbuTalha:**^ y
A great Sahabi who participated in the battle of

Badr.
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AbuTuraab: *Jy y
One of the names of Hazrat 'Ali.

Adeeb:^
Literary person.

Adeel:

(̂'Adeel) Equal; like.

Adi: yrJ*

('Adi) A Sahabi of the Prophet of Allah; and

son of Haatirn Taai, a person famous for his in

generosity ; his full name was 'Adiyy ibn

Haatim.

Adl:Jo*

('Adl) Justice.

Adnaan: ju-ip

('Adnaan) Name of a ieader of the tribe of

Quraish. The Holy Prophet iMP from this tribe.

Afdaal: Ju«ii

(Afzaal) Pl. of Fazl, superiority.

Afdal:j^

(Afzal) Superior and exceflent.

Afeef. ^J*
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fAfeef) Pure; chaste; virtuous; modest; holy in

life; of spotless character.

Aflah: ~ii<

Having much prosperity and success in the

world and hereafter.

Afuww: yis.

('Afuww) The Pardoner; He who pardons all

who repent sincerely as if they had no previous

sin. It is an attribute of Allah; therefore the best

combination is AbdulAffuww.

Afzaal: Jt-^<

(Afdaal) Pl., of Fazl, superiority.

Afzal:j^»<

(Afdal) Superior and excellent.

Ahad: j*-<

The One; the best name is AbdulAhad.

Ahmad: -u-<

More praiseworthy, more commendable. Name

ofthe last Prophet of Allah Almighty.

Ahmar: /-<

Red colored.
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Ajmal: j*>

The most beautitul ; pretty.

Ajwad:^'

More generous; bountiful; magniticent;

gracious.

Akbar: j>s~»

Bigger.

Akhlaaq: j>y^

Pl. of Khuluq, Behavior; comportment; conduct;

deportment.

Akhtar: ^
(Persian) A star; a consteilation; good omen;

good luck; good tbrtune.

Akmal: j-S"'

More complete; more pertect; integral.

Akram: -/»

Nobler; more distinguished; more precious;

most honorable; most generous.

Alaau"**

('Alaa') Height; elevation; high rank; nobility;

loftiness; sublimity.

Aleem: ^u-
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('Aleem) The All knowing, He who has all

knowledge. Name: AbduAleem.

Ali:^

('Ali) The Most High, He who is the highest ; an

attribute applied to Allah; name of famous

Companion of the Prophet, peace be upon him,

Suitable combination: Abdul Ali; Muhammad
Ali.

Amaan: jw

Safety; security; immunity; quarter; grace;

mercy; protection.

Amcen: os* 1

Safe; secure; reliable; honest; trustworthy;

faithful; loyal
;
(authorized) representative or

agent; trustee; superintendent; keeper;

custodian; head chief; chamberlain.

Ameer: p*\

Commander; emir; prince; commander of the

Faithful; caliph.

Ammaar: _,u*.

('Ammaar) One who inhabits a place having

long life; a famous Sahabi known as Ammaar

ibn Yaasir.

Amr: **
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('Amr) Life (of a person; used in oaths only); a

famous Sahabi known as Amr ibn Al-Aas.

Anas: ^
Intimate. A great Sahabi of the Holy Prophet

(peace be upon him) many Traditions are

narrated by him.

Anees: ^
Intimate; friendly; sociable; civii; polite; close;

intimate friend.

Anwaar: jiyi

(Pl. ofNoor) Lights; glow; gleams.

Anwar: jy\

Brighter; Luminous; radiant; shinning;

enlightening.

Aqeel: J^
(' Aqeel) A wise and intelligent man; a sensible

man.

Areeb: ^ji

Skillful; adroit.

Ar^am^ji

Pen; speckled snake; and name of a Sahabi

known as Arquam ibn abi Arquam.
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Arsalaan: j*-y

(Turkish) Lion.

Arshad: Jtijt

Rightly-guided; having the true faith; more

sober; grave; inost conscious; most sensible;

intelligent; of full legal age.

Arshaq: ^}
Handsome; one with a befitting height and a

well-proportioned body.

As'ad: o— \

Happier; more lucky; felicitous; tbrtunate.

Asad:~^'

Lion.

Asbagh £*j

('Asbagh) Colored animal; a huge flood; dyer.

Asghar : ^-#1

Shorter; smaller; tiniest; more diminutive.

Ash'ab: _^>

Lion; difficult; strict.

Ashaath: c_«-i<

(Asha'as) Scattered; spread about irregularly.
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humble,

Ashfaaq: juai

(Pt. of Shafaq) Evening twilight.

Ashraf: -*^

Nobler; more eminent; more honorable; a great

scholar named Ashraf Ali Thaanavi.

Askar: .S—t

('Askar) Troop.

Aslam: ,4-1

Safer; more free; sounder; healthier.

Ata' .IUp:

('Ata') Grant; Donation.

Ateeq: j^»

('Ateeq) Old; antique; aged; free, emancipated.

Athar:^ 1

Cleaner/ Cleanest; pure; spotless.

AtyatcW»'

Great; fine; nice; noble; better/ best.

Auf: -> ,t

('Aauf ) Guest, fragrance, lion, condition; name
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of a Sahabi i^.

Aun : oj*

('Aun) Helping..

Awwalijji

(Al-Awwal): the First. Name: AbduIAwwal.

Ayman: jti

Right; right hand; on the right; lucky.

Ayyoob: ^y
(Ayyub) A famous Prophet of Allah Almighty.

Job and Iyov are the anglicized form from the

Hebrew, meaning: oppressed.

Azeem : ^t*-

('Aazheem) Great; big, large.

Azham : ^ 1

(A'azam) Greatest.

Azhar: yj

White: glittering; blooming; a face full of light.

Azh'har: Ji\

More visible; distinct; obvious; clear; evident.

Azhmat:^-Ji*

('Azhmat) Greatness; Largeness;; magnitude;
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amplitude.

Aziz:^

('Aziz) Dear; beloved; respected; esteemed;

precious; powerful; rare; an attribute of Ailah

Almighty. Name: AbdulAzeez.
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B ^
Baahir:^w

Prevailing.

6aaqi: Jk

The Everlasting; perpetual ; an attribute of Allah

.Name: Abdul-Baaqi.

Baari:^jt

Creator, one of the attributes of Almighty Allah.

Baarr:jW

Just; pious.

Baasim: ^-i

Smiling; happy.

Baasit: J>-t

One who confers of prosperity ; one of the

attributes of Allah. Name: Abdul-Baasit.

Baatin: jJ»w
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Inner; hidden; secret; internal.

Baayazeed: jj^l

The name of a king known as Baayazeed

Yaldarim; also the name of a great sufi.

Badee': ~.-l

(Badi') Novel, Rare; one of the Attributes of

Allah. Name: Abdul-Badee.

Badr: jx,

Full moon.

Baha': .U

Beauty; elegance; excellence; it also means in

Persian: value. Names: Bahaa'uddeen; Bahaa'ul-

haq.

Bahhath: ^u

Examiner; research scholar. Name of a great

Sahabi <-#>) who participated in the battle of

Badr.

Baleegh: j^

Eloquent; learned.

Baleel:jJu

Moisture. Name of a Sahabi <«&> who was

present in the battle of Uhud.
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Baqir: J\t

Well learned; fierce; lion; a very wealthy man;

the title of Imam Aboo JaTar.

Baraa': Jy.

Free. Name of a Sahabi {<&•}

Barakat: ^s
'j,

Blessing.

Baree ^y. :

Free; Free from the Hell.

Barr:^>

Just; pious. Name of Sahabi who was present in

the battle of Badr and Natne of a Raaviyah.

Baseer:^-^

Wise; sagacious; Allah's attribute; name: Abdul-

Baseer; Baseer Ahmed.

BashaaratojU,

Good news; forecast; glad tidings.

Basheer:^

Bearer of good news.

Basrah:v=H

Name of a Sahabiyah; dry land.
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Bassaam:,*^

Frequently smiling; name of a Raavi of Hadith.

Batin:^.K

The Hidden; Allah's attribute.

Bilaal: J^

Successful. Name of a famous Sahabi who
recited Azaan in the days of the Holy Prophet

<S>.

Bin yamin^L, y,

Son ofYaqoob (Jacob) ; f
xJi 4>Father of one of

the twelve tribes of Bani Israaeel.

Bishr:^

Happiness; good news; name of a Sahabi known
as Bishr al- Hafi.

Bujair: j^.

Name of a Sahabi <-*$ who known as Bujair

ibn Bujair was present in the battle of Badr.

Buraid: jl^

Chilly, cold, cool, light, mild, easy. Name of a

Sahabi i4h} and Raavi, who narrates the

sayings of the Prophet (#>.

Buraidah: «ju^
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Name of a Sahabi known as Buraidah ibn

Husaib (*>; name of a place situated in Saudi

Arabia,

Burhaan: jl=>/

Argument; proof; evidence.
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D ^>
Daamin j*u

(Zaamin): One who stands surety for another,

one who helps.

Daanish: jsa

(Persian) Knowledge; science; and learning.

Daanyaal : Juia

Name of a Prophet of Almighty Allah. Daniel is

the Hebrew form of it, meaning: God is my
judge.

Dahhaak: Ju^

(Zahhaak):A person who laughs most. Name of

a Sahabi who participated in the battle of Badr.

Dameer: ^
(Zameer): Heart; conscience.

Damurah
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(Zamurah) Sparking of light or fire. Name of

Sahabi who participated in the battle of Badr.

Dawlah: *5
}
s

Riches; happiness; telicity; prosperity; name.

Saifuddawlah.

Dawood: jj^

Name of a well-known Prophet of Almiglity

Allah and father of Hazrat Sulaiman (A.S).

meaning from the Hebrew: Beloved;Its English

equivalent is David.

Dayyaan: Dtp

A mighty ruler; judge ,protector; one who does

not render deed worthless but compensates

accordingly, Allah's attribute. Name : Abdud

Dayyan.

Deen:

Religion.

Dhaakir: /^

(Zaakir) One who constantly praises and

remembers Allah Ta'ala..

Dhakaa' ^y.

(Zakaa) Keen perception; sharpness of mind;

deep insight; sagacity. Name: Zakaa' ud-Deen.
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Dhakawaan: Jf>

(Zakawaan) To exude a strong odor, be bright.

Name of a Sahabi who partieipated in the battle

of Badr.

Dhaki:^

(Zaki) One who has a sharp mind and keen

perception; intelligent. Name: Zakiyyud-Deen.

Dheeshaan: JL^i

(Zeeshaan) Graceful; distinguished, elegant.

Dhukaa':^i

The sun ; dawn; morning; suitable combination:

Zukaa' uddeen.

Dhulfaqaar:jUiJiji

(Zulfaqar) Name of a celebrated sword which

fell into the hand of Rasoolullah sallallaahu-

alayhi- wasallam in the Battle of Badr and

which was presented to Ali {•&} Note: It is

incorrect to say Fiqaar (with kasrah).

Dhulkiil: ji&i>ii

(Zulkifl) Name of aProphet of Allah.

Dhunnoon: oyJiji

(Zunnoon) The title of Hazrat Yoonus (peace be

upon him) meaning The Man of the Whale.
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Dhushshimalain: jJu_sJ»ji

(Zushimalin) Name of a Sahabi 14*).

Dihyah: *^j

Commander of troop.

Dilawarijj^j

(Persian):Courageous; brave; audacious; bold.

Dildaar: ;Ub

(Persian): Possessing or delighting the heart;

charming; beloved; sweetheart.

piyaa'^:

(Ziyaa) Light; spender; brilliance.

Duhaa: j»j>

(Zuhaa) Forenoon. Name: Shamsu-Zuhaa.
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E
E'jaz:jW*t

To do something which others cannot do.
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<J>

Faaiq:^u

Superior; excellent; surpassing.

Paakhir: ^U

Excellent; precious; honorable.

Faakih: ^u

Funny; humorous; name of a Sahabi who took

part in the battle of Badr.

Taaris^jU

Horseman; rider; knight; cavalier; hero.

Faarooq: j>jU

One who distinguishes between right and

wrong; the title of Hazrat Umar, the second

Caliph of Islam.

Faatih:^u

Opener; beginner; conqueror.
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Faazil: j-»u

(Faadil): An accomplished person ; a schoiar.

Faheem: ^
Intelligent; learned; knowing.

Faisal: J-m

Judge; deeided; settled; name of a famous king

of Saudi Arabia.

Faiz: j*j

(Faid): Liberality; grace; favor; bounty;

abundance.

Faizaan: jUm

(Faidaan)Beneficence; generosity; abundance;

overflow; benefit.

Fakeeh: \&

Cheerml; amusing; happy; humorous.

Fakhr: ^
Glory; pride; a thing to be proud of

.

Faoz:jy

Success; victory; advantage; gain; salvation.

Faqeeh: «JS

One well versed in religious laws; jurist.
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Faraasat:

Perception; discernment; sagacity;

understanding; insight.

Faraaz: \\ j

(Persian)Ascent; height; elevation. adj. High;
a!oft; exalted; lofty; exaiting; elevating;

ascending.

Fareed.

Unique; precious; having no equal;

incomparable.

Farhaan: ju j

Glad; joyful.

Farqad: Jij

Two bright stars of Ursa Minor. Name of a star,

name of a scholar,

Farrukh: ± *

Happy; fortunate; auspicious; beautiful.

Faseeh: ^j
Eloquent.

Fattaah>b.

One who attains victory; an attribute of Allah
Almighty

. Name: Abdui Fattah.
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Fauzaan: jij/

Successful; victorious; advantageous.

Fazl: j-ai

(Fadl): Excellence; virtue; superiority; increase;

excess; reward; grace; bounty; wisdom.

Fidaa\i-u:

Redemption; devoting one's self to save anotlier;

ransom; suitable combination for names : Fidaa'

ur-Rahmaan; Fida' Muhammad.

Fu'aad: ^ij*

The heart.

Furqaan: m^

A criterion (for distinguishing truth from
falsehood). Another name for the Qur'aan since

it distinguishes truth from falsehood.

Fuzail: j^
(Fudail): A form of Faazil meaningan
accomplished person."Name of a Muslim saint

known as Fuzail ibn Tyaad.
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G ^i
Ghaalib: ^Ju

Pre-dominant.

Ghaazi: ^.p.

Warrior.

Ghaffaar: J^

Allah's attribute meaning: Most Forgiving, Most
Merciful; name: Abdul-Ghaffaar.

Ghafoor: jys.

Allah's attribute; meaning: Most Forgiving,

Most Merciful. Name: Abdul-Ghafoor.

Ghailaan: a%p

Great, fat. Name of a Sahabi and of a scholar of

Hadith.

Ghaith: £-*

Rain.

Ghani: ^
(Ghaniyy): The Self-sufficient; name: Abdul
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Ghani.

Ghannaam: ^u*

Shepherd; name of a Sahabi who took part in the

battle of Badr.

Ghassaan: oi—

*

Youngman. Name of a scholarof Hadith.

Ghassaan: jl_*

Name of a scholar of Haditti.

Ghauth: ^^
(Ghaus): Helper or defender.

Ghayyoor: JJ5*

Self-respecting.

Ghazalaan: Sijt

Spinner.

Ghazawaan: aijj»

Warrior; name of a Sahabi 4-#=>-

Ghufraan: ji>i

Forgiving; much forgiving (esp. for Allah); to

cover; hide.

Ghulaam: {&

Lad; slave; servant. Name: Ghulaamullah;
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Ghulaam Muhammad.

Ghunaim: ^
A person who takes booty. Name of a Sahabi.

Gohar: //
(Persian) Diamond; precious stone.

Gulaab:^^

(Persian): Rose.

Gul-e-r'anaa; lao J?

(Persian); A beautiful flower,

Gulfaam: r
ui?

(Persian): Red colored; rosy faced.

Gulshan: ^S
(Persian): A rose or flower garden.

Gulzaar: jij, j?

(Persian); A bed of roses; a garden; a well

populated town.

Gutaif. ^J^

A well of a person; well to do.
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H c
Haabeel: j-,u

Name of the son of Hazrat Aadam (Adam)-a*-

f>-> .

Haadi: ^ssu

A director; a leader; a guide.

Haafizh: iiu

(Haafiz): A guardian; a governor; preserver;

protector; the preserver of all things; God;

having a good memory; one who knows the

whoie Quran by heart; the poetical name of the

celebrated poet of Persian (Muhammad
Shamsuddin Shiraazi).

Haajib: s-*-v

Door keeper; chamberlain; eyebrow.

Haami: ^>i>-

A protector; a patron; helper; supporter:
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defender.

Haamid: j--^

One who praises.

Haaniiju

Pleasant; name of a Sahabi who participated in

the battle of Badr.

Haaris: ^l-

A door keeper; a chamberlain; a farmer.

Haarith: <z*jia-

(Haaris): Farmer; name of a famous Sahabi

Haarithah: «I>-

(Haarisah): Farmer. Name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.

Haaroon: J^jU

Name of the Prophet of Allah; the English

equivalent is Aaron.

Haashid: xm~

One who gathers the people together; the Name

of the son of Imaam Bukhaari <4fe>, A great

Muhaddith.
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Haashitn: ^u
A crusher; breaker.

Haasbimi: ^u
A person who belongs t an Arab tribe, Bani

Hashim,

Haashir: >u
An assembler.

Haatib: »_J>u-

A person who collects wood; name of a Sahabi

who participated in the battle of Badr; he was
the messenger of the Holy Prophet (peace be

upon him) to the ruler of Egypt.

Haazim:
rj

u-

Precautious; name of a Sahabi {*&}.

Habib: ^.
Lover; beloved.

Hafeezh: \*>-

(Hafeez): Guardian, protector, an attribute

applied to Allah. Names: Abdul Hafeez .

Hafs: ^-
Lion, cub. Name of a well known Quari.
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Haidar: jj^

A blood thirsty tion; the title of Hazrat Ali <4fe).

Hajjaaj: ;rW

One who prevails in the argument; name of the

famous ruler of lraq known as Hajjaaj ibn Yusuf

Hakam: ^-
An umpire; a mediator; an arbitrator; name of a

caliph of Arab. An attribute applied to Allah.

Hakeem: ?£*

Wise; a sage; a philosopher; a physician; a

doctor. An attribute applied to Allah.

Haleef: >j4*-

Ally; comrade; sworn; friend.

Haleem: ^u-

A patient man; an attribute of Allah Almighty ;

names: AbdulHaleem; Muhammad Haleem.

Hamd: **•

Praise; admiration.

Hamdan: jijw
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The one who praises (Allah).

Hameed: j**-

Praiseworthy; He who is the only one to be

praised and gloritled and thanked by all

creatures. Name: Abdul Hameed; Muhammad
Hameed.

Hameem:^

Friend; hot water.

Hammaad:^

A person who praises, commends or thanks

Allah most.

Hammam:
r
i-*

A great brave king or commander, generous,

lion. Name of a great scholar of Hadith who is

known as Hammam ibn Munabbih.

Hamnah: «s#-

Name of a Sahabiyyah, who is known as

Hamnah bint Jahsh and she was a sister of

Hazrat Zainab {&}.

Hamood: >y-

A person who pratses and thanks Allah.
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Hamzah: =^-

Lion; name of the beloved uncle of the Holy

Prophet i&y whose appellation was Asadullah

and Asadu-Rasool meaning: 'Lion of Allah' and

'Lion of the Holy Prophet (S).

Haneef: j->.

Upright; true; true believer.

Hannan: ai>

Allah's attribute; meaning: Most Merciful and

Most Forgiving. Name: Abdul Hannan.

Hanzhalah:4k^

(Hanzalah); The name of a tree; the name of a

Sahabi who was one of the scribes of the Holy

Prophet ( Peace be upon him).

Haq:j-

(Haque) The Truth; He whose existence has no

change; Allah's.attribute. Name: Abdul-Haque.

Haraam:^
Sacred, holy. Name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.

Hareef: ^iiy

Opponent.
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Hareem: ^j-

Respectable.

Harmalah: *!*>

A plant; name of a famous Sahabi (4»)<

Haroon: jj.,l»

Name of a Prophet of Almighty Allah, which

was Ahron in the Hebrew, meaning teaching or

shinning, mountains. Aaron or Aron are

Anglicized forms.

Hasan:

Ĝood. "Name of the grandson of the Holy

Prophet, peace be upon him i.e. the son of

Hazrat Fatimah and Hazrat Ali.

Hasccb: V*-*-

A person with a noble lineage or family

back ground; anattribute of Allah ; names:

Abdul Haseeb, Muhammad Haseeb, Haseeb

Ahmad .

Haseen:ow-

Beautiful; smart.

Hashmato—^~

Dignity; glory.
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Hassaan: ji—-

Very beautiful. Name of a distinguished Sahabi

(RA) known as the poet of the Prophet <&) .

Haushab; ^y
Name of son of Imam Muslim (4&>h a great

Muhaddith.

Hayaat :ou

Life.

Hayy: ^-

Ever-alive, an attribute applied exclusively to

Allah .Name: Abdul-Hayy.

Hayyaan: ol~

Alive; name of a Raavi, who narrates the

Sayings of the Prophet, peace be upon him.

Hibah: v
Grant; donation; present.

Hibbaan: ov-

Having too much flesh, angry, outburst. Name

of a scholar of Hadith.

HidayatojU*

Instruction; guidance; righteousness.
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Hilaal: J^>

Crescent; name of a Sahabi who participated in

the battle of Badr.

Himaayat:^u-

Protection; guardianship; patronage; support;

defense; countenance.

Hishaam:^
Breaking, crushing. Name of a distinguished

Sahabi (RA) known for his Fatwaas and

narrations of Ahadith.

Hood: jy

Name of a Prophet of Almighty Allah.

Hubab: sj>~~

Bubble of water. Name of a Sahabi who
participated in the battle of Badr.

Hubail: j-*

Income, earning. Name of a Sahabi who
participated in the battle of Badr.

Hubaish: j~>-

Well known bird. Name of a tabi'i.

Hud: iy

Name of Prophet of Allah Almighty.
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Hudhaifah: «*i»-

(Huzaifah): Short, small.Name of a

distinguished Sahabi i&) known as the

confident of the Prophet, peace be upon him.

Hujjat: o*~

Argument; proof; reason; discussion.

Humaam: fU»

A respectable leader.

Humaid: -m--

Praised; name of many scholars of Hadith.

Humail: y-

NameofaSahabi<4»>.

Humayoon: i>y)s

(Persian) Fortunate, august. Name of Mughal

king of India.

Humayoon: 0^
(Persian) Name of a Moghal king of India.

Huraith: ^^
A little farmer; name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.
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Hurmat:o^^

Dignity; honor; reverence; reputation; chastity;

esteem.

Hurrah: >j>-

Liberal; free.

Husaam: fi—

Sword; a good combination: Husaam uddeen.

Husain: &*>-

Protected, secured. Name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.

Husain: o&~*"

Grandson of the Holy Prophet, peace be upon

him i.e.. the son of Hazrat Fatimah and Hazrat

Ali <*>

Huzaifah: «j-i~

(Hudhaifah): Name of a distinguished Sahabi

t^> known as the confident of the Prophet,

peace be upon him.
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£.1

Ibrahim : ^»1^,1

Name of the well-known Prophet of Allah and
name of Hazrat Muhammad's (S) son. Ibrahim

is originally Hebrew meaning: Father of mighty
nation, father of multitude, and accepted of God.

Idrees: ^jji

Name of a well-known Messenger of Allah.

Ieethaar: p>\

(Isaar): Sacrifice; selflessness.

litikhaar: jUai

To be proud of.

Ihsaan: cjUs-i

Doing good; beneficence; kindness; favor.

Ihtiraam: fi/»-i

Honor; veneration; treating with respect;
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holding in veneration; act of honoring;

reverence.

Ihtishaam: »l

Having many followers or dependents;

magnificence.

Ikhlaas: ^^
Sincerity; purity; love; tenderness; pure

friendship; great affection; selfless adoration or

worship,

Ikraam:
r

1/" 1

Honoring; treating with attention; and
ceremony; esteem; veneration; respect;

deference; kindness; favor.

Ikifaat:ouJi

Regard; attention; kindness; courtesy;

consideration; friendship; inclination.

Ilyas: ^Ui

Name of a Prophet of Allah Almighty; and the

name of a great scholar and religeous reformer

who was the founder of Tablighi Jamaat.

Imaad: *u*

('Imaad) Foundation; pillar.

Imam: fu
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Spiritual or religious leader (of Muslims) .

Imran: oi^

('Imran): Population; name of the father of

Sayyidna Moosa [u] and Sayyidna Haroon u and

Hazrat Maryam f>'—i\ t*J# . Name of a Sahabi

who took part in the battle of Badr and known

as 'Imran ibn Hussain (4^ .

Imtiyaaz: 3^1

Discernment; pre-eminence; distinction;

preference.

In'aam: fW

A present
;
gift; prize; gratuity; reward; favor;

grant.

Inayat^u

('Inayat) Favor; bounty; kindness; support; care;

gift; present.

Intezaar: jiM

To wait.

Intikhaab: ^a\

Seiection; to choose.

Iqbaal: jui

Prosperity; good fortune; luck; success; felicity;

name of the great philosopher-poet of India-
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Pakistan subcontinent who was the first to

conceive the idea of a separate homeland

(Pakistan) for Muslims of undivided lndia.

Iqtidaar: jUS»

Power; authority; influence; eminence; dignity;

rank.

Irfaan: $ij>

(Triaan) Recognition; knowledge; discernment;

science; wisdom.

Irshaad: >^J

Instruction; command; behest; order; direction;

will; pleasure.

Isa: .^r-s-

('Isa ) Name of a Prophet of Allah Almighty. It

is an anglicized form is Jesus, from the Hebrew.

The meaning in Hebrew is: God is salvation.

Ishaaq:jL*-!

Name of a Prophet of Allah; father of Hazrat

Yousuf. Its equivalent in the English language is

Jacob which is anglicized from the Yaakov,

from the Hebrew meaning: protected.

Ishrat:-^^

(Tshrat) Pleasure; enjoyment; delight; mirth;

society; pleasant and familiar conversation.
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Ishtiyaaq: jl^ 1

Longing; craving; yearning; desire; liking;

fondness; eagerness; strong inclination.

Iskandar: jju£*i

Alexander

Islaam: (SU

(Lit. Submission to Allah) the religion of Islam.

Isma'eel :J*^I

(Isma'il) Name of a Prophet of Allah, son of

Hazrat Ibrahim [m] and brother of Hazrat

Ishaaq [ap]. It is said that this name is

composed of two words, Ism, means: listen, and

eel means: Allah in the Syriac language. In other

words " Hear and grant my prayers, O Allah .

The anglicized form is Ishmaeel.

Israa'eel: J,M
(Lit. One chosen by God) a servant of God; the

surname ofYaqoob (Jacob), f
^-J' u*Israel.

Itbaan : jl*

('Itbaan) Censured, blamed. Name of a Sahabi

who took part in the battle of Badr.

Iyaas: ^y
Compensation, present, gift. Name of a Sahabi
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who took part in the battle of Badr.

Iyaaz: j»\p

('Iyaaz) Generous, bountifuh a person who
gives compensation. Name of a Sahabi who took
part in the battle of Badr.

Izzat:^j*

('Izzat) Honor; esteem; integrity.
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J £
J'afar: >>»

Very small giver, schedule. Name of a famous

Sahabi .£».

Jaabir: ^
One who repairs the loss; name of a Sahabi

who participated in the battle of Badr.

.Taan: ji»

(Persian): Soul; life.

Jaarood: >;>*

A person who is taken as a bad omen or luck.

Name of a distinguished Sahabi (RA).

Jabalah: *u-

Name of a Sahabi who participated in the battle

of Badr.

Jabbaar: M
(Arabic) Mighty; One who has ascendancy;
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king; One who consoles the bereaved, an

attribute of Allah: Name: Abdul Jabbaar.

Jabr: **

Compulsion, brave. Name of a Sahabi who
participated in the battle of Badr.

Jahangeer: j&h~

(Persian): Name of a Mogul king.

Jahm:^
Sullen, frowning. Name of a Sahabi .

Jalaal: J^—

Grandeur; greatness; eminence; glory; majesty.

Jaleel: Ji»-

Great; glorious; illustrious; dignified. An
attribute of Allah.

Jalees: ^-4^

A companion; chum; a fast friend; comrade.

Jamaal: Jl^

Beauty; elegance ; comeliness ; of good looks

and character.

Jameel:J^-

Handsome; physically and morally attractive;

name of a Sahabi, the Companion of the Prophet
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(peace be upon him).

Jandarah: »j.ju»

Name of a Sahabi i<>}-

Jaraah: ^ij»

Surgeon. Name of taabi'i, and a Raavi.

Jareer: jjj*

Name of a distinguished Sahabi C&).

Jarraah: c ij?r

Name of a Taab'i; and a Raavi.

Jaseem: ,»-*

Corpulent; bulky.

Jaudaan: Jbj»

Goodness. Name of a Sahabi.

Jawaad: slj*

Swift horse; beneficent; bountiful.

Jawwaad: »ij*

Liberal; Most beneficent; bountitul; most

generous. It is also an attribute of Allah;

suitable name: Abdul Jawwad.

Jiyaad: »t»
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(pl. ofjayyid) Very good; name of a mountain in

Makkah Mukarramah.

Johar: y^
A gem; a jewel; a pearl; atom ;skill; knowledge;

secret; nature; matter; substance; essence; acid;

virtue; worth; merit.

Ju'ail: j^
One black and ill- shaped, a black beetle,

quarrelsome. Name of a Sahabi.

Jubair:jj^

Compelled, helped, assisted, judge; name of a

Sahabi who participated in the battle of Badr.

Juhaim:^^

Sullen, frowning. Name of a Sahabi .

Jumaanah: *jl.>

A very little pearl, crystal or diamond. Name of

a Sahabi.

Jumaanah: -uu»

Name of a Sahabi 4*)-

Jummal: J~*

A thick rope; a rope with which a boat is tied to

the shore.
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Junaid: j^

Smail section of an army; name of a Sahabi;

name of a great Tabi'i and great saint known as

Junaid Baghdadi.

Jundub: >_>ju»

Calamity, little locusts, Name of a Sahabi.

Juthaamah: ^^
(Jusamah'): Nightmare. Name of a Sahabi; and

also Name of a Sahabiyyah(RA).
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K zj

Kab: ^s
(Kaab)Knot (of cane); joint; ankle; anklebone;

heel (of the foot; of a shoe) ferrule; die; cube;

high rank; glory. Name of a Sahabi who took

part in the battle of Badr.

Kaamil: j»if

Perfect; complete; accomplished; learned.

Kaashif: ._iiif

Discoverer; detective; revealer; explorer.

Kaazhim: ^>\£

(Kaazim): A person who suppresses his anger.

Kabeer: ^s"

Immense; great; senior; Allah's attribute.

Kafeel: J^
A surety; a security; guarantee.
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Kaif: og
A state ofjoy.

Kaisaan: dU-S"

Wise; name of a distinguished Sahabi C&>).

Kaleem: ^IT

A speaker; an interlocutor.

Kalimullah: 4J1 ^K

One who has conversation with Allah; Moses.

Kamaal: jur

Perfection; cornpletion; excellence; something

wonderful; miracle.

KaraamatoJjT

Name of a distinguished Sahabi {<&>).

Kareem: (-£

Bountirul; generous; magnificent; gracious;

mercirul; modest; an attribute of Allah

Almighty.

Karraar: j>J"

Attacking violently again and again; impetuous.

Katheer: j&

(Kaseer): Name of a distinguished Sahabi (*).
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Kaukab: <-£
'

£

A star.

Kauthar: }f
(Kosar) Name of a fountain in Jannah, the

Paradise.

Khaadim: ^u

Servant; an attendant.

Khaalid: jJU-

Permanent; name of a Sahabi who participated

in the battle of Badr; also name of a Sahabi

known as Khaalid ibn Waleed, famous as a great

general of Muslims who conquered a number of

countries.

Khaarijah: «^ji^

Outstanding . Name of a Sahabi who
participated in the battle of Badr.

Khaarijah: «»•>

Name of a Sahabi who participated in the battle

ofBadr.

Khabbaab: ^u*

A preson who runs or walks fast. Name of a

Sahabi who participated in the battle of Badr.

Khabeer: pr-
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Allah's attribute; One who knows of everything.

Name: Abdul Khabeer.

Khafiz: ,yiu

(Khafid) He who diminishes or decreases.

Name: Abdul Khaafiz.

Khair: ^-

adj. Good; best; well; safe; adv. Very well ;

Goodness; welfare; happiness; health.

Khalaf: jk

A successor; an heir; a favorite son; posterity;

descendants; adj. Dutiful.

Khaleed: juU

Name of a Sahabi €&>.

Khaleel: J=U

Friend; the title of Hazrat Ibrahim, the Prophet

of Allah Almighty.

Khaleeq: jju

Of good disposition; kind; affable; benign; civil;

polite; obliging; courteous; well disposed.

Khallaad: ***

Aged , elder, older. Name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.
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Khateeb:

A preacher; A public speaker or orator.

Khawly: ^
Deer. Name of a Sahabi who participated in the

battle of Badr.

Khawwaath:oi^-

(Khawwas): To be filled with food, Name of a

Sahabi who participated in the battle of Badr .

Khidaash: ^u*

Name of a Sahabi who participated in the battle

of Badr.

Khirash: jAj*-

A person who earns for his family. Name of a

Sahabi who participated in the battle of Badr.

Khooshbakht:o^i^

Of good fortune.

Khubaib: ^™^

A person who runs fast. Name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.

Khulaidah: »-U^

A form of Khaalidah, meaning: permanent.

Name of a Sahabi who participated in the battle
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of Badr.

Khulaifah: a-u*-

A form of Khalifah, meaning: Successor, heir.

Name of a Sahabi who participated in the battle

of Badr.

Khunais: ^~^

Name of a Sahabi who participated in the battle

of Badr.

Khunais: y-~^

Hidden, covered, secret, delayed. Name of a
Sahabi who participated In the battle of Badr.

Khuraim:^
Name of a Sahabi who participated in the battle

ofBadr.

Khursheed: ^jy-

(Persian) The sun.

Khuzaimah:*^

A ring of hair in the nose of camel. Name of a

Sahabi.

Kifayat: c-jUT

Enough; abundance; profit; ability; prudence;

plenty; surplus; economy; thrift; sufficiency.
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Kishwar: j^s

(Persian): A country; a territory; climate; region.

Kulthum: fj£K"

Name of a Sahabi i&).

Kuraib: ^_f

Name of a distinguished Sahabi i&}.
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J

Laaiq: g-i

Skillful; eligible. capable of; able.

Labeeb: <^J

Intelligent; brilliant.

Labeed: ju)

Intelligent; brilliant. Name of a Sahabi44&).

La'eeq: ^
Skillful; subtle; eligible. capable of; able.

Lateef: ^JJ

Delicious; delicate; subtle agreeable; fine;

courteous; elegant; benevolent; also an attribute

applied to Allah Almighty.

Liyaqat:cJU

Worth; ability; fitness; capability; capacity;

aptitude; merit; skill.
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Loot: i.j)

(Lut) Name of a Prophet of Allah.

Luqmaan: jloj

Name of a we|] known person as a sage;

philosopher.

Lutf: oJJ

Enjoyment; entertainment; bounty. Name:
Luriullah.
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M s
Ma'bad: ju-

A place of worship. Name of a Sahabi who tool

part in the battle of Badr.

Ma'mar: j^

Building, long living person. Name of a Sahabi

who participated in the battle of Badr.

Ma moor: Jr***

Inhabited; populated; fuli; relate; abundant;

colonized; ample; happy; delightful; prosperous;

Aourishing; in good condition.

Ma'n: y
To accept the truth. Name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.

Ma'qil: $*+

Intelligent. Name of a Sahabi who partieipated

in the battle of Badr.
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Ma'sood:

Blessed; name of a Sahabi who took part in the

battleofBadr.

Ma'soom:

Defended; preserved; innocent; simple;

guiltless; infant.

Maahir: yi.

Skiliful; able; experienced.

Maajid: -^u

Glorious; honorable; generous; splendid; Allah's
attribute. Name: AbdulMajid.

Maalik: iUu

Master; lord; an attribute applied to Allah
Almighty; name of a Sahabi who took part in the
battle of Badr

; name of a great jurist and
scholar of Hadith.

Maani' jju

One who Prevents.

Madani: j-u

Related to Madinah.

Madhat:^-^

Praise; eulogy.
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Mahboob: •s^

Beloved.

Maheen: cm*

Fine; thin; not coarse; feeble.

Mahfooxh:Jiji^

(Mahfooz): Secured; protected; safe.

Mahja': £***•

Fixed abode,. Name of a Sahabi who
participated in the battle of Badr.

Mahmood: >y^

Praised; praiseworthy; laudable; worthy.

Maimoon: oy^

Fortunate; auspicious; prosperous.

Majeed: -^

Glorious; immense; enormous; noble; exalted;

an attribute of Allah Almighty. Names: Abdul

Majeed; Muhammad Majeed.

Makhdoom:
r
jjut

Served; waited on.

Makki: Ji>
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.

Related to Makkat ul Mukarramah.

Mamoon: Jj>l.

Secured; name of a caliph of Islam.

Mannaan: J^-

A great benefactor; an attribute applied to Allah

Almighty. Name: Abdul Mannan.

Mansoor: J3

Aided; protected; defended; victorious;

conquering; triumphant.

Manzhar: J^
(Manzar): A sight; landscape; scene.

Manzhoor: j>^

(Manzoor): Agreed; approved; accepted.

Maqbool: J^
Agreed; approved; accepted.

Ma'qil: y~

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr.

Maqsood: >y*^>

lntended; proposed. object; aim; vie\v.
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Marghoob: v>y
Desirable; amiable; beautiful; lovely; pleasant;

excellent; agreeable,

Ma'roof: _>_,y^

Well-known; famous; popular; illustrious; good
deed,

Marthad: £y

(Marsad):A name of lion, native. Name of a
Sahabi (RA).

Marwaan: &}j.

Fragrance-giving tree, white stone which has

fire in it. Name of a ruler in early islamic

history.

Marzooq: J_,jr

Recipient of sustenance by Allah; name of a

Sahabi i<&>).

Masarrat:^^--

Happiness; pleasure.

Mashhood: >#^-

Attested; proved; evidenced; clear; manifest;

present.

Mashkoor: jjSL^
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Praised; thanked; laudable; agreeable.

Masroor: J3s~*

Glad; pleased; cheerful; delighted; exalting.

Mateen: jg*

Firmed up; constant; solid; a person who has

depth in his thoughts.

Matloob: ^^ik.

Aim; goal; destination; desire.

Mazhar: >k-

A place of spectacle; manifestation.

Me'maar: }~~

(Urdu): A builder.

Me'raaj: jrij-

A ladder; anything by which one ascends;

ascension; ascension of the Holy Prophet to

Heaven.

Mehtaab: «r>V

(Persian): The moon.

Midtaj: £j-

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr.
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Miftaah: -i^-

A key.

Minhaaj: p^
Highway or road.

Miqdaad: jui,

Beautiful. Name of a Sahabi who participated in

ihe batlle of Badr

Mirsab: ^—y

Prudent; wise; name of the sword of the Holy

Prophet {$>}.

Misbaah: rU.

A lamp ; a lamp light; lantern; a morning.

Miskeen: jj£_,

Poor; miserabie; humble: indigent.

Mistah: ^J^—

An instrument of making things flat. Name of a

Sahabi who participated in the battle of Badr.

Moosa: ^r

Name of a Prophet of Allah, the equivalent in

English is Moses.

Mu c

aadh:^u-
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(Muaaz): Name of a great Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr and who was

sent as a governor of Yaman in the days of the

Prophet, peace be upon him.

Muattib: -^-

Name of a Sahabi who participated in the battle

of Badr.

Muawiyah: *>$*>

Name of a famous Sahabi who was the caliph

after Hazrat Ali <*.); and he was one of the

scribes of the Holy Prophet <S>.

Mu'eed: ±&*

The Restorer; He who restores al! beings; name:

Abdul-Mueed.

Mueedh: X^>

(Mu'eez): A person who gives shelter.

Mu ;

een: j^

Helper; assistant.

Mu'izz: >
(Muizz) One who bestows honor i.e.. Ailah

Alrnighty. Name: AbdulMu'izz.

Mutasim: ^^
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Saved from sins. Name of a caliph of Islam.

Mua'wwadh:i j~

(Muawwaz): Name of a Sahabi who participated

in the battle of Badr,

Mua'zhzham: <Ji~

(Muazzam): Big; great; distinguished; graceful;

honorable.

Mu'awwidh: '» y*

(Muawwiz): Name of a Sahabi <<*>> who
participated in the battle of Badr and killed Abu
Jahl.

Mubaarak: iljU

Auspicious; blessed; august; sacred; holy;

happy; fortunate.

Muballigh: jJ->

A preacher of Islam; a person who propagates

Islam.

Mubash'shir: _rV

A bearer of glad tidings or good news; an

announcer (of good news); name of a Sahabi

who took part in the battle of Badr.

Mubassir: ^^
Analyst; name of a Sahabi who participated in
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thebattleofBadr.

Mubeen: o^

One who makes something clear.

Mudabbir: ^
Skilled in devising; prudent; ingenious;

governing.

Muddath'thir: •>.

A title of the Holy Prophet ( peace be upon

him).

Mudhakkir: /X>

(Muzakkir): Reminding.

Mufakkir:jSi.

Mediator; considerate; a thinker.

Mufallah: ^u*

A person who got prosperity or betterment.

Mufazzal: J~^

(Mufaddal): Preferable; preferred.

Mufeed: jw
(Mufeez) He who pours forth; fills; overflows

;

pours or pours out.
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MuAih: ~u-

Prosperous.

Mufti: &l*

Jurist; scholar of Islaraic !aw.

Muhaafizh: ii*u=

(Muhaafiz) Guard.

Muhaajir: j^
A person who migrates ; name of a Sahabi .

Muhaimin: ^*&>

One who provides sanctuary from any hazard of

danger, one who protects; one who is mercifui;

an attribute of Allah Almighty. Name: Abdul

Muhaitnin.

Muhammad: ju*

The name of the last Prophet of Almighty Allah

Cft)

Muhdi: ^j+-

He who gives present.

Muheet:.^

Surrounding; comprehensive.
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Muhib: ._-#

Lover; friend.

Muhriz: j/-

Expensive, precious, unique, protected, Name of

a Sahabi who participated in the battle of Badr.

Muhsin: j~^

A benefactor; a patron.

Muhtashim: ^-
Great; powerful; attended by many fo!lowers or

dependents; having many followers.

Muhyee: ^-
One who gives and sustains life; reviver; one of

the attributes of Almighty Allah. Name:

Muhiyyuddeen.

Mujaddid:^?

Renovator.

Mujahid: a*w

A warrior in the defense of true faith;

Mujazzir: j-U

A person who cuts off., uproots, or consolidates.

Name of a Sahabi who participated in the battle
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of Badr.

Mujeeb: .__*

One who answers; one who accepts or grants

something; Allah's attribute. Name;

AbdulMujeeb; Mujeeb Ahmed.

Mujtabaa: &*

Chosen; selected; a title of the Hhoiy Prophet CS).

Mukarram: rj
£*

Respected, honorable.

Mukhtaar: jt*

Selected; independent; authorized; empowered.

Mulail: Jl.

Name of a Sahabi who participated in the battle

ofBadr.

Mumin: ^y
The believer; one who embraced Islam by heart.

Mumtaa^: jt_

Distinguished; exalted; illustrious; eminent.

Mun'im:

Generous; bountirul; benefactor. Name:

AbdulMunMm.
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Munaaf: ji^

High, exalted. Name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.

Munawwarijy

Brilliant; illuminated; enlightened; splendid.

MundhirijAi-

(Munzir): Warner, the name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.

Muneeb: y^
One who turns to Allah.

Muneer: >^

Brilliant; shining; illuminated; enlightened;

splendid.

Munqaad: ^u^

Obedient.

Muntaqim: fjs*

The Avenger; He who punishes wrongdoers;

One who takes revenge. Name : Abdul

Muntaquim.

Muntasir: j*x»

Title of a caliph of Islam.
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Muqadda$: ^-^

Holy; distinguished.

Muqbil: J^
Coming; next, attentive.

Muqeet :c~i-

The Maintainer; He who sustains. Name: Abdul

Muqeet,

Muqsit:ii~i»

Just; impartial; who does justice. Name: Abdul-

Muqsit.

Muqtasid:

One who adopts a middle course; acts as a

mediator.

Muqutadir:^
Powerful; mighty; Allah's attribute. Name:

Abdul-Muqutadir.

Muraad: ^y

A wish; desire; intended.

Murabbi: j,^

A guardian: patron: protector: supporter; head;

fostered.
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Murarah:«jV

Bitterness, cholecystitis. determination.

resolution, firm. Name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.

Mursal: J-y

A messenger; a Prophet: an apostle; an

ambassador. adj. sent to another wilh a.

message.

Murshid:.Li r

An instructor; a guide; a spirituai teacher; a

monitor; the head of a religious order; a

director.

Murtaad: jas^

(Murtaaz): Disciplined; one who endeavors in

worshipping Almighty Allah and in suppressing

the desires of the nafs or self.

Murtadaa: j&y

(Murtazaa) Chosen; selected; agreeable; a title

of Hazrat Ali.

Mus'ab: ^jl*.

Masculine of camel. Name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.

Musaddiq: Jjuw
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Verifier; one who believes another; one who
gives Sadaquah, charity .

Musawwir: Jr*>

He who designs all things. Name: Abdul
Musawwir.

Musharraf: «J^i.

Exalted; ennobled; honored;

Musheer: >^

A counselor; a senator; an adviser; secretary.

Mushfiq: ji±*

Kind; dear; affectionate; showing favor;

condoling.

Mushtaaq: jUi.

Desirous; longing; ardent; fond; wishful;

wishing.

Muslih: ~L»

Reformer; name of a great saint known as

Muslihuddin Shirazi.

Muslim:

One who submits to Allah, A believer in one
God, Allah, and His Prophets.
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Musta'een: j>^—

Praying for help; soliciting aid.

Mustafaa : jk-*+

Chosen; selected; a title of the Holy Prophet

Mustafeed: aj_-

Protiting; gaining; acquiring.

Mustafeed: ja^-»

(Mustafeez):Positing; one who is desirous of

gaining. Name: Mustafeezur-Rahmaan.

Mustajaab:

Heard; granted; given ear to; acceptable;

agreeable. One whose prayers are accepted by

Allah.

Mustaneer: >^~>

Bright; brilliant; shining.

. .a.T-.*>Mustaqeem:

Right; straight; erect; direct; faithful.

Mustataah: ^Uh-j

Happy; g!ad; pleased.

Mustazhir: ^-^
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(Mustaz, hir) Praying for help; soliciting aid.

Musthsan: .j~^-*

Better; Suitable.

Mutahhir:^

That which purifies.

Mutakabbir:j^

The Majestic; He who shows His greatness in

ail things and in all ways. Name: Abdul

Mutakabbir.

Mutawassit: i=-^

Moderate.

Mutayyib:

Fragrant; releasing scent.

Mutee': ^k-

Obedient.

Muttaqi: jt*

God fearing; pious.

Muzaffar : /^

(Muzaffar): Victorious, successful; rendered

victorious and aided by Aliah.
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Muihir:^
(Muz,hir) Name of a Sahabi who participated in

thebattleofBadr.

Muzzammil: y-y

A title of the Holy Prophet {&>}.
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Na beem: ^i

Ease; comfort; grace; blessing.

Naabigh: «u

Distinguished; talented; man of genius, brilliant

person.

Naadir: jiu

Rare; wonderful; uncommon; unique; precious;

unusual; curious.

Naadir: >u

(Naazir): Fresh.

Naatt'^:

One who benefits others.

Naaib: k-fc

A vice; a deputy; delegate; vice-regent; attorney;

assistant.
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Naaji: ^u

Saver.

Naajid: j^-^

One who helps; brave.

Naaqid: -ui

A critic: a reviewer; a fault-finder.

Naashit: J^l

Lively; brisk; active; energetic.

Naasih: ^u
An advisor; a sincere friend; a monitor; a

counselor; a faithful minister; giving sound

advice.

Naasir: ^u

A helper; a triend ; name of a well known

emperor; name of a Sahabi {&).

Naatiq: jWU

Speaker; a rational being; Decisive; rational;

definite.

Naayaab: ^yj

(Persian) Rare; precious.

Naazhim: ^u
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(Naazim): Administrator; manager.

Naazhir: >t

(Naazir): Spectator; seer.

Nabeel: J-j

Handsome; intelligent; dexterous; one who is

skilled in archery.

Nadeem: ^
Friend; colleague.

Nadheer:^

(Nazeer): A Warner; a courtier; title of the Holy
Prophet <ft).

Naraasat:^-^

Precariousness.

Nafees:^
Precious; choice; noble.

Najeeb:^
Excellent; noble; generous; praiseworthy; of

noble family, honorable.

Najeed: xJ,

Brave ; lion; a person who does such deeds

which other could not do.
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Najm:,^

Star; a planet; Suitable name: Muhammad

Najm; Najmuddin; Najmulhasan.

Naqeeb:^
A leader; guide; director; chairman; dean;

principle; president; corporation, lawyer.

Naqi: ^
Pure; clean; clear; limpid.

Naseem: ^
Air; breeze.

Naseer: j^

A helper; a friend; name of a Sahabi i&}.

Nashaat: ±>i^

Joy; pleasure; cheerfulness; sprightliness.

Nasr: ^
Help.

Naweed: My

(Persian) Good news; glad tidings.

Nawfal: Ji>

Generous, guide, leader. Name of a Sahabi
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<RA).

Nazaakat :mS^

Delicacy; neatness; elegance; politeness;

softness.

Nazheef:

(Nazeef): Clean; neat; chaste.

Nazheer: j^

(Nazeer) Example; instance; precedent.

Nihaal: JU

(Persian) A young; planet; pleased; happy;

prosperous.

Nithaar: p
(Nisaar): Scattering; throwing; strewing;

dispersion; sacrifice; money which is thrown to

the poor people on festive occasions.

Niyaaz: p
(Persian) Supplication; a thing dedicated; an

offering; acquaintance; meeting.

Nizhaam: ^u

(Nizaam): System; rule.

Nooh: r y

Name of a well-known Prophet [u] of Allah
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Almighty.

Noor: j>

Light; splendor.

Noor: jj

Light; splendor.

Noshaad: A^y

(Persian) Happy.

Noshaad: >hj

(Persian) Happy.

Nu'aimaan: ou-w

Blood. Name of a Sahabi who participated in the

battleofBadr.

Nu'maan: ju*;

Blood, Name of a Sahabi who participated in the

battle of Badr.
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Qaabeel: J^u

Famous son of Adam (Adam) Alayhessalam.

Qaadir: jM

Powerful; mighty; an attribute applied to Allah

Almighty. Name: AbdulQaadir.

Qaaim: ^sa

Standing person, steadfast.

Qaan'i: ^u

Satisfied; contented.

Qaanit: ^ju

Obedient to God; devout; silent.

Qaasim: p—u

One who distributes; name of the beloved son of

Rasoolullah Sallallaahu-alayhi-wasallam; also

his attribute.

Qaazi:^
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(Qaadi) Judge; Justice.

Qadeer : ^jj

Powerful; mighty ; an attribute excfusively

applied to Allah. Name: AbdulQuadeer.

Qais: ^-j

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr; was the chief security guard of the Holy

Prophet, peace be upon him.

Qamar: j->

Moon.

Qareeb: ^j
Near.

Qaseem: ^j
Category.

Qasid: ^ii

A messenger; courier; envoy.

Qataadah: .its

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr.

Qawiyy: ^y

Strong; poweiiul; firm; an attribute of Allah
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Almighty. Name: Abdul Quaawiyy.

Qudaamah: mj*

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr.

Qurbaan: A.}

Sacrifice; an offering,

Qutaibah: *^i

Name of a great Mujahid (warrior) in the way of

Allah and the name of a Sahabi {&}.

Qutb: ^U

The iron spindle or axis on which a millstone

turns; the polar star; a title or degree of rank

among religious mendicants; a pivot; a lord; a

chief.

Qutbah: ±U

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr,
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R
Ra'ees: ^j

Rich; wealthy.

Raabi'ah: *~ij

A bounding in green foliage. Name of a Sahabi
who took part in the battle of Badr.

Raabit: -Mj

One who connects between two things.

Raadi: ^ij

(Raazi) Agreed; contended; wiliing; satisfied;

pleased.

Raafi': **ij

Exaited, high. Name ofa Sahabi who
participated in the battle of Badr.

Raaghib: >_*ij

Willing; wishing; desirous; inclined towards.
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Raahatc^ij

Comfort; rest; ease; tranquillity; relief; pleasure.

Raashid: jlaIj

Pious; follower of the right path.

Rabaah: cVj

Profit, wine. Name of a Sahabi(RA).

Rabbaani: ^j
Divine; Godly.

Rabee' : &j

Spring.

Radi: ^j
(Razi): Agreed; contented; pleased.

Rafee' ^j:

High, exalted, of nobility and dignity.

Rafeeq: j^j

Friend; colleague.

Raheem: ^j
Allah's attribute: Most Merciful, Most Kind.

Names: Abdur-Raheem, Muhammad Raheem,

Fazlur Raheem.
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Rahmaan: ^j
Allah's attribute meaning :Most Merciful, Most

kind, Suitable combinations of names are:

Abdul Rahmaan, AzeezurRahmaart, Ahmadur

Rahmaan, Khaleelurrahmaan.

Rahmatc-^j

(Rahmah) mercy.

Raihan: 3i4j

A sweet smelling plant; any flower besides rose;

comfort.

Rajaa': sl*j

Hope. Name of a Sahabi (RA).

Rakhshaan: &**>-j

(Persian) Dazzling; resplendent.

Raqueeb: s^j

Guardian.

Raseem: ^—-j

Designer. Name of a Sahabi (RA).

Rashad: jUj

Guidance; a righteous life.

Rashdaan: auj.j
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Guidance. Name of a Sahabi (RA).

Rasheed: o-ij

Pollower of the right path; intelligent.

Raudah: -ubjj

(Rauzah): Paradise.

Rauh:^jj

Pleased, fragrance, rest, departure, Wind of the

East. Name of a Sahabi(RA).

Raumaan: ol.jj

desirous, earlobe. Rum. Name of a Sahabi (&)-

Rauoof: J>jj

An attribute applied to Allah, meaning :Most

Merciful, Most Kind ; the Prophet Muhammad,

peace be upon him was also referred to as Raoof

by the Holy Quraan. Name: Abdur-Raoof.

Rawaha^ijj

Pleased, fragrance, rest, departure. Name of a

person.

Razeen: ^jj

Gentle, noble, sedate; name of a Sahabi 4*).

Razzaaq: Jijj
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AIlah's Attribute meaning the provider, the

Sustainer . Narae: AbdurRazzaaq.

Ribi': ^
Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of
Badr.

Ridaa': .u ;

(Rizaa'): Pleasure; contentment; approval;

leave; permission; assent.

Ridwaan: jtjwj

(Rizwaan); Pleasure; contentment; approvaI;

leave; permission; assent; name of an overseer

of Jannat, Paradise.

Rifah: «Uj

(Rifa'at): Highness; elevation; dignity. Name of
a Sahabi who took part in the battle of Badr.

Riyaad: ja^

(Riyaaz) (pl.. of Rauzah) Garden; meadow.

Riyasat: o-Uj

Government; dominion; sway; rule; nobility;

high mindedness.

Ronaq: jijj

Luster; brightness; elegance; beauty; symmetry;
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color; splendor; freshness; flashing state or

condition.

Roshan: j^}J

(Persian) Bright; luster; shining.

Rukanah^Jiij

Firm, solid, steady, reliance, conform, trust,

support. Name of a Sahabi (RA).

Rukhailah:^--^

Female sheep. Name of a Sahabi who took part

in the battle of Badr.

Rushd: ^j

To be on the right way; not to go astray; to be a

true believer; to be or become mature or

sensible.

Ruwaifi' : ^t3J

Exalted, High. Name of a distinguished Sahabi

(RA).
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s l^l/l/^
Sa'aadat: ojU.

(Saadah) Portune; blessings; victory.

Sa'd:

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr.

Sa'daan: jij*—

Happier, luckier.

Sa'eed: -w
Fortunate; lucky; name of a Sahabi who took

part in the battle of Badr.

Sa'ood: >y~.

Lucky, fortunate.

SaaMm; ^ju.

Fasting person. Name of a Sahabi (RA) who
participated in the battle of Badr.
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Saair ,ju

Visiting person.

Saa*irah: >jt-

Visiting person. Name ota Sahabi (RA).

Saa'id: j*u

Name ofa Sahabi «^*.

Saabiq: ^u

The first in a race; name of a Sahabi * 4fc * who
was the servant of the Holy Prophet. peace be

upon hini.

Saabir: a_=

Qne who patiently and steadfastly endures all

hardships and difficulties: title of Ayyoob u*

Saabit: c^t

(Thaabit); proved. Name ota Sahabi (RA).

Saatliq: j^
True; sincere: faithful: veracious; a man of his

word.

Snahib: ^u=

Triend; colieague.
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Saaib: w!u

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle ot

Badr.

Saaim: ,_;_-

Name of a Sahabi who took part iti the battle of

Badr.

Saajitl: -»_.

One who makes sajdah (prostration).

Saalif. ___-

Name of a Sahabi * j& »

.

Saalih: ii_.

Virtuous; chaste; righteous; name of a well-

known Prophet of Allah.

Saalik: ___.

Proceeding to the right path.

Saalim: »_.

Sate, well. sound. Name of a Sahabi (RA) and a

lamous jurist.

Saamit:._-U--

Oniet. Name of a Sahabi (RA).

Sabaahat:_---_
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Beauty.

Sabeeh:

Name of a Sahabi \<&'$\ Beautiful; handsome.

Saboor: JJr-=

Patient ; forbearing; one who overlooks the tault

of others.

Saburah:;,^-

Early morning, lion, origin, color. condition.

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr.

Sabah: -i~=

Morning; dawn; day-break.

Sadaaqat:oJ^

Truth.

Sadeed: ^j-

Right; correct; hitting the target; apposite.

Sadeem: f-*-

Mist; haze; nebula; also one who loves and

remembers (Allah) profusely.

Sadeeq: jj-u>
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Friend; colleague.

Sadr: jj—

Chest; breast; bosom; the highest part; the

highest person; chief; suitable combination:

Sadrud-deen.

Safdar: }
al»

A warrior; brave.

Safeena:

A boat (Safeenah). Name of a slave of the Holy

Prophet, peace be upon him.

Safeer: >-

Counsel; messenger; deputy.

Safwaan : j>y->

A rock; name of a Sahabi i&P.

Safyy j^
Chosen; name of a Sahabi (.*>).

Sagheer: >->

Little; short.

Sahaab: ^l>w

Cloud; mist.
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Sahar: **~

Name ota Sahabi *^*.

Sahl:

Name ota Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr.

Sahm:«-r-

Arrow, Name ofa Sahabi (RA)

Saif: -~-

Sword.

Saitlyy:^

Kelated to sword. Name ola Sahabi who took

part in the battle of Badi

.

Saihaan: jV
Howing: name of a Sahabi *&,*.

Sajjaad: »u-

Prostrating in the prayer: one who makes Sajdah

in the Salah.

Sakhawat:~,-^—

Generosity: liberality: munificence: charity.

Sakhr: j»-*

Rock; name of a Sahabi who took part in the
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battleoiBadr.

Sakhrah: >/^>

Name of a Sahabi «4fo*.

Salaah: -"•/—

Goodness of state or condition: prosperity:

piety.

Salaam: •>_

(Saiaam) Salutation: peace: sat'el\: complimenl:

good-bye: name of a Sahabi -< -«-; f
.

Salaamat:~-*>-

Satety.

Salamah: <-j_

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr.

Saleem: ^j-

Pacific: mild: affable: pertect: healthy.

Saleet: kj~

Name of Sahabi who was the messenger of llie

Prophet, peace be upon him. to the ruler of

Yamamah.

Sallaam: *>_
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Very safe; well; sound.

SalmaaniJUL,

Peaceful, safe. Name of a distinguished Sahabi

(RA).

Saman: J.

(Thaman) Price; fare; cost.

Samar: /

(Thamar) Fruit.

Samee' gs-:

The all-Hearing; He who hears every thing.

Name: Abdus Samee.

Sameen: jJ

(Thameen) Precious; costly; dear.

Sameer: ^
Companion in nightly entertainment,

conversation partner; entertainer. Sameer: Name
of a Sahabi {4»).

Samsaam: ^
Sword; name: Samsaamuddin.

Samurah:.yr

Name of a distinguished Sahabi (RA).
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Sanaubar: ^y-»

A cone-bearing tree; pine-tree; Juniper.

Sarmad: X,,*

Eternal; perpetual; everlasting.

Sarwaat: ^ }}

(Tharwat) Wealth; power; intluence; affluence.

Sarwar: Jjr-

A chief; a leader; lprd; master.

Sattaar: >.

An attribute of Allah, meaning : one who

conceals faults by the veil of His Mercy. Name:

AbdusSattaar.

Saulat^J^

(Urdu) Power, influence.

Sawaa' t*>- :

Equal, Name of a Sahabi (RA).

Sawaad: >ir
Black color, ability, Lord, master, chief, leader.

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr.

Sawwaaf: Jij->
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I ;~s

Wool merchant.

Sayyaar: 4>

Frequenl traveler. Name ot'a distingulshed

Sahabi(RA).

Sayyid: -i_.

Lord; master: chief; leader.

Scemaa: !—

Sign; face; tbrehead; similitude: countenance.

Shaabah:«u

Analogous. like. resembling, Name ot'a Sahabi

(RA).

Shaad: *u

(Persian) Happy: pleased.

Shaadaan: jbb

Happy; pleased.

Shaafee: ^u

Heeler; restorer of health; one of the attributes

of Almighty Allah.

Shaafi* oii:

One who intercedes; a mediator; nam of a

Sahabi <•$*.».
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Shnah: »u

King: monareh: emperoi.

Shaaheen: _v»u

A royal while talcon.

Shaahicl: *»u

One who bears witness; a deponent.

Shaakir: /u

Grateful; thankful; content; praising.

Shaan: ju

Condition; business; affair; state: dignity;

quality: nature: disposition: luster: eminence;

glory; grandeur.

Shaariq: jp-

Radiant; shining.

Shabaab: —^
Youth; prime of life: iiame of a Sahabi i*&'*,

Shabb: *u

Young.

Shabbeer: ^
Beautitul: virtuous: dignified; title of Imaam

Htisain <&*.
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Shabeeh: *-a

Similar; likeness image; resemblance.

Shafa'at: c^-i^-

Intercession; recommendation; entreaty.

Shafee' £,**:

Intercessor. .

Shafeeq: j^-

Affectionate; compassionate; a kind hearted

friend.

Shafqat:^
Kindness; affection; favor; mercy; clemency

;

compassion; condolence.

Shaguftah: «^iSo

(Persian); Expanded; blown; blooming;

Aourishing.

Shahced: ju#-s

Present; witness; one who gives evidence based

on truth; a martyr.

Shaheer: ^
Eminent; famous; popular.

Shahrukh: £j .u
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(Persian) Name of a man.

Shaibaan:

Grayness, senility, old age. Name of a Sahabi

(RA).

Shaibah:*^

Grayness, senility, old age. Name of a Sahabi

(RA).

Shajee' g**:

Brave; bold; fearless.

Shakeel: vio

Beautiful.

Shakoor: „,^o

Most grateful; one who gives due appreciation;

one who can appreciate the worth of any deed:

an attribute of Allah.

Shamecm: ^J-

Fragrance; scent; a sweet-smelling breeze.

Shammaas^u?-

Beadle, deacon. Name of a Sahabi who took part

in the battle of Badr.

Shams u-^
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Sun

Shamshaad: »w>

(Persian) The box Iree: a tall and upright tree;

the graceful tlgure ofa beloved.

Shamsulhaq: _i^> „/•

The sim of truth: name of a greal scholar in

Pakistan

Shaqeeq: _^
Real brotlier: name of a Sahabi -> •: Part: half:

piece: brother.

Sharaalat „»v

Nobilily: illuslrious; lo be distinguished

Sharaaheel: _v-v

Name of a Sahabi <^s>*.

Sharal": ~> ~

Honor; honor and esteem due lo sume

meritorious achievement

Shareef: j;/

Noble , eminent : legitimate: chiel" of a tribe :

one with honorable lamih back ground: urbane.

Sliareck: ^ -
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Partner; namc of a Saliabi =-> ».

Shaukat:^~<V

Dignity; magniricence: grandeur: power.

Shchryaar: > +-

(Persian): Friendly. Means: King.

Shibli: j~i

Name of a greal saint.

Shifaa' ^:
Cure; healing; recovery; convalescence.

Shihaab: ^a+i

A star.

Shu'aa' *Ui:

The rays of the sun; sunshine; light; luster:

splendor.

Shu'aib: ^^-

Name of a Prophet of Atlah Almighty.

Shujaa': ^u^

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle ot'

Badr; and who was sent to Damascus as a

messenger by the lloly Prophet, peacc hc upon

him.
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Shujaa'at: ^uj.

Bravery; valor; fearlessness.

Shuqraan: *»>*

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr and was the freed slave of the Holy

Prophet, peace be upon him.

Shurahbeel: j~-^

Name of a distinguished Sahabi *•*>) who

conquered Jordan.

Shuraih:^
NameofaSahabi<4fe>.

Shuraim: ^
Diminution of Shurm, meaning. Bay, split. cleft.

Siddeeq: jt-^>

Title of the caliph Abu Bakr **>>; truthful;

righteous.

Sikandar: ^j^-

Alexander; one extremety fortunate.

Silaah: -?-

Arms; armor; weapon; suitable combination:

Silaahuddeen.
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Simaak.ilu^

Well known star , thick. Name of a Sahabi (RA).

Sinaan: ji^-

Blade of a spear. Name of a Sahabi $4s>).

Siraaj: r 1^-

A lamp; the sun; a candle.

Siwaar: Jr-

Bangles, jewelry, ornaments. Name of a Sahabi

(RA).

Subaih:^

Beautiful. Name of a Sahabi who took part in

thebattleof Badr.

Subbooh: -j~>

Extremely pure; Allah's attribute. Name: Abdus-

Subbooh.

Sufyaan:jy~-

Winds, fast-walking. Name of a great

Sahabi(RA).

Suhaib:v~i-^

Reddish, fair, russet, fair haired. Name of a

Sahabi who took part in the battie of Badr.
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Suhail:

Name of a Sahabi <.£»); The star Canopus; the

star .

Sulaik:

A person who goes to the right path. Name of a

Sahabi (RA).

Sulaimaan:

Name of the famous Prophet of Allah Almighty.

which is called Solomon in the Hebrew
,

meaning: Peace, the king of Israel, son of Hazrat

Dawood {u}.

Sulaimaan: j

Name of the famous Prophet of Allah Almighty;

the English equivalent is Solomon.

Sulair.-ki-

loose, impudent. Name of a Sahabi(RA).

Suraquah:*iV

Thieves, name of a Sahabi (RA).

Surraaq:Ji-

Thieves, name of a distinguished Sahabi (RA) .

Suwaibit:J^j-

Roof between two houses along with a way
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thereunder. Name of a Sahabi (RA).

Suwaid:-^

Black. Name of a Sahabi (RA).
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T ],
** *c^o

Taabaan: jll-

(Persian) Resplendent; splendid; glittering;

refulgent; buming.

Taabish: jjs

(Persian) Heat; splendor; brilliance.

Taaha: &>

Name of a Surah in the Holy Quraan.

Taahir: j>U>

Clean; the name of a son of the Holy Prophet,

peace be upon him.

Taaj: ^c

Crown.

Taali' ^:
One who ascends, the star of luck.
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Taalib: ^JU=

A seeker: an inquirer; a lover.

Taariq: jjU»

The morning star; a night-traveler; name of a

great Muslim general who conquered Spain.

Jabal-al-Taariq which has been changed to

Gibraltar is named after him, also the name of a

Sahabi (-*>>.

Taaseen: ^^
A name of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace

be upon him.

Tabassum: ,*—?

Smiling; asmile.

Tahawwur: }Jt

Temerity; rashness; intrepidity.

Tahoor:^^

Purirying.

Tahseen:

Approbation; applause; acclamation; cheers.

Tajammul: J~*5

Dignity; magnificence.
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Tal'at:^it.

Appearance; countenance: face; aspect.

Talhah: «^Jt

Name of a distinguished Sahabi <<$»), one of the

ten who were declared by the Holy Prophet

(peace be upon him) as the people of Jannah.

Tamannaa:i~c

Desire; wish; want.

Taraccm:^ ,•

Completed, tall, strong. Name of a Sahabi who
participated in the battle of Badr,

Tameez: J-

(Urdu) Discernment; judgment; discretion;

disttnction; observance of rules of etiquette.

Tamkeen: jfs

Majesty; dignity; authority; power.

Tanweer: ^
llluminating; enlightening; illumination.

Taqiyy: j,

Pious; devout.

Tarannum: fj
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A kind of song; modulation.

Tasadduq: j-^=.

To give Sadaqah or alms: to sacrifice; to strew

generously.

Tasawwur: Jrai

Imagination; contemplation; meditation;

reflection; fancy; idea; conception;

preconception; apprehension.

Tasneem: ^—^

A fountain of Paradise.

Tauqeer: &y

Honor; respect; reverence; veneration.

Tauseef: ^v*y

Description; commendation; describing;

qualifying.

Tawfeeq: jjy

Adaptation; accommodation; reconciliation;

mediation; arbitration; success (granted by

Allah)happy outcome; good; fortune; prosperity;

succeeding.

Tawoos: ^jit

A peacocks the name of a famous Tabi'i.
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Tawqcer: £y
Honor; respect; reverence; veneration.

Tawwaab: ^iy

Acceptor of repentancc; AllarTs attribute.

Tayyib: ^J=

Good; name of the son of the Prophet, peace be

upon him.

Tha'labah:*4~

(Sa'alabah); name of a Sahabi who participated

in the battle of Badr.

Thaabit:c-X

(Saabit): Right, stayed, standing. Name of a

Sahabi who participated in the battle of Badr .

Thaaqib: ^JU

(Saaqib): Shining brightly; glistening; splendid.

Name: Thaaqib Husain and Thaaqib Ahmad.

Thaman: CJ

(Saman) Price; fare; cost.

Thamar: i

(Samar) Fruit.

Thameen: jJ
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(Sameen) Precious; costly; dear.

Thaqaf: u^i

(Saqaf): Intellegent. Name of a Sahabi who
participated in the battle of Badr.

Tharwaat: ^jj

(Sarwat) Wealth; power; intluence; affluence.

Tliaubaan:jbji

(Saubaan); Garment, well dressed. Naine of a

distinguished Sahabi (RA).

Thumamah:^

(Sumamah): delicate plant. Name of a

distinguished Sahabi (RA) .

Tihaami: ^U

One who lives in Tihamah, a place in Arab, a

title of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him).

Tooba: ^Jb

Glad tiding; good news.

Tufail: JjL.

Little child, happy. Name of a Sahabi who
participated in the battle of Badr.

Tulaib:^Jilj
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Related to taalib, meaning: A seeker, inquirer,

lover. Name of a Sahabi who participated in the

battleof Badr.
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U
t

Ubadah: »u

Worship. Name of a Sahabi who took part in the

battle of Badr.

lJbaid:a^

Who worships Allah. Name of a Sahabi who
took part in the battle of Badr.

'UbaidulIah:*iJu_P

Little slave or servant of Allah.

Ubaidullah: *i)u_*

('UbaidulIah)Little slave or servant of Allah.

Ubayy:a i

Who does not accept bad deeds. Name of a
Sahabi who took part in the battle of Badr..
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Ukashah:^^

Cobweb, spiderweb. Name of a Sahabi who took

part in the battle of Badr.

Ulfat: c-ili

Friendship; intimacy; love; attachment;

affection; familiarity.

'Umaarah:=jL-s-

Greeting, little tribe, material of building. Name
of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of Badr.

Umair: ^
One who has long life, native. Name of a Sahabi

who took part in the battle of Badr.

'Umar: ^
One who has long life. Name of an illustrious

Sahabi who was the second caliph of Islam.

Uiiais:^'

Friendly person. Name of a Sahabi who took

part in the battle of Badr.

Uqbah: v^

End, final, conclusion. Name of a famous

Sahabi (RA).
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Urooj: Zif
("Urooj) Ascension; rising; exaltation; height,

Urwah: >•/

Lion, liable, good, tree. Name of a Sahabi(RA).

'Usaid: j_»i

A little lion; name of a Sahabi who took part in

the battleof Badr.

'Usamah^L-i

A lion; name of a famous Sahabi («&).

'Usmaan: ju^

('Usmaan) Well-known Sahabi and third caliph

of the Holy Prophet, peace be upon him.

Utbah;

Valley. Name of a Sahabi who took part in the

battle of Badr.

'Uthmaan: jl^

Young bustard. Young snake. Name of a Sahabi
who took part in the battle of Badr

'Uwaim:^

Little swimmer, little year, little millenarian.

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of
Badr.
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Uwais: ^y
Compensate, gift, fox. Name of a great saint and

Taabi'i(RA).

'Uzair: £/

Name of a Prophet of Almighty Allah. It is

Hebrew in origin. meaning: Strength or helper.
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Waa'izh: -k*i,

(Waa'iz): A preaclier; an adviser; a teacher; a

monitor.

Waabisah:*-*^.

Name of a distinguished Sahabi («$,).

Waahid:

One; without partner; unique; an attribute

applied to Allah Almighty.

Waajid:-i^ij

One whose wants are satistled; wealthy; a Iover

or beloved.

Waali: jij

The Governor; He who directs; manages;
conducts; governs; measures.

Waaqif: ^jjij

Acquainted; aware of; experienced; conversant
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with; knowing; learned; sensible.

Waarid:^

Coming; arriving; approaching; alighting;

descending; happening; being present.

Waarith: ^jj

(Waaris) An heir; a master; a lord; an owner; a

successor; The Supreme inheritor.

Waasi' ^y-

Wase': Capacious; ample; wide; One who has

abundance (of everything) Alialrs attribute;

meaning: The All controlling.

Waasif: ^*>j

Describing.

Waasil: j-»>j

Joined; connected; coupled; arrived.

Waathiq: j^j

(Waasiq): Strong, firm; binding; confident;

secure; confiding; name of acaliph of Islam.

Waddood:^j

Friend; companion; beloved; Allahs attribute.

Name: AbdulWadod.
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Wahaab: _>.

Gift; name of a Sahabi i&i.

Wahbaan: jlj.

Gift. Name of a Sahabi «^».

Waheed: -l^j

Unique; singular; unparalleled; alone.

Wahhaaj: -u,

Shinning; illuminated.

Wajaahat:^b,

.

High position; dignity; comeliness; respect;

respectability; appearance; aspect.

Wajeeh: v-
Of a Bood appearance; handsome, respcctnbU

WakaaIat:oJii'

.

Leadership: advocacy; practice at the bar;

attomey ship; embassy; agency; commission;
proxy.

Wakee' *£•-.

Strong. Name of the teacher of Hazrat Imam
Shaafi'i i4*}.
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Wakeel: J^j

The Trtistee; He who provides a means to solve

all problems in the best way.

Waleed: -ylj

New bom baby. Name of a caliph of Islam.

Waliyy: ^j
The Protecting triend.

Waqaar: J*j

Dignity: grace.

narqali: ^jj

Related to the leaf of tree. Name ol a Sahabi.

(RA).

Waseet": -*j-«j

Servant: page.

Waseem: ^j
Of a tlne countenatice: handsome: comely.

Wasiyy: ^-°3

An executor; administrator (of a will);

preceptor.

Wazeer: jjjj

A minister of state.
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Wilaayat:^;

An inhabited country; dominion; a rbreign

country; abroad; realm; possession; being

master of anything; sovereignty; control;

government;jurisdiction; guardianship;

friendship; union (specially with God); sanctity;

prophecy; the office of a saint.

Wuhaib: -^ }

Agift.
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Y iS

Ya'qoob: ^^
Name ofa Prophet of Allah; father of H^rat

Yousuf. Its equivalent in English is Jacab which

is anglicized from Yakov, from the Hebfew

nieaning: protected.

Yalaa': >%>.

High. exalted. Name of a Sahabi *&*.

Yaameen: jyi,

Blessed; auspicious. Name.

Yaar: _,l

(Persian) Friend.

Yaasecn: „^-b

Name of a Surah in tlie Holy Quran; A title of

The Holy Prophet, Mtihammad, peace be upon

him.

Yaasir: ^-u

Easy. Name of a Sahabi t4&).
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Yaawar: j_.l

(Persian) Aiding; tnendly; an assistant,

companion; friend,

Yahya; ^.

Alive. Name of a Prophet of Allah Almighty.

Yameen: jj

Right side, blesscd.

Yaqeen: jo.

Belief.

Yaqoot: oyi

Ruby; a precious stone.

Yasaar: ^u

Nameofa Sahabi $4*>.

Yathrib: ^^
(Yasrib): 0!d name of Madinah Munawwarh
before the migration of the Holy Prophet
Muhammad, peace be upon him.

Yazeed: j^

Addition, more. Name of a Sahabi who
participated in the battle of Badr.
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Younus: ^ y_

Name of the Prophet of Almighty Allah. Yona,

Yonah are from the Hebrew, meaning: Dove.

Jona is a variant spelling of it in English.

Yousuf: -i->.

Name of Prophet of Allah. Its equivalent form in

English, Joseph is a variant spelling of Yosef

from the Hebrew, meaning: God will add,

increase.

Yusr:

Ease, convenience.
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Zaahid: ^j

Abstinent; one who has no mundane ambjtions.

Zaahir: j*ij

A blooming flower; a bright and shining color;

bfty.

Zaair: /*j

Visitor; guest.

Zaakir: /ii

(Dhakir) One who constantiy praises and

remembers Allah Ta'ala..

Zaamin: ^u
(Daamin) One who stands surety for another;

one who helps.

Zaheer: ^j

Blooming; shining; luminous.

Zaid: jo
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Name of a Sahabi who participated in the battle

of Badr; He is the only Sahabi who is

mentioned in the Holy Quraan by name; and he

was one of those Sahabah who were scribes of

the divine revelation.

Zain: _*„

Adornment; beauty; grace; honor; to beautiiy; to

decorate. Suitable combination of names:

Zainul-Aabideen; Zainud-Deen.

Zaitoon: j_^j

The olive tree or the olive fruit.

Zakaa' .is"i:

(Dhakaa) Keen perception; sharpness of mind;

deep insight; sagacity. Name: Zakaa' ud-Deen.

Zakaria : kfj

(Zakariyyaa) Nameof a Prophet of Allah; its

English Equivalent is Zacharia.

Zakawaan: $/">

(Dhakawaan) Name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr

Zaki: J.
(Zaki): Clean, pure.
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Zaki: ^
(Dhaki) One who has a sharp mind and keen

perception; intelligent.

Zameer: ;—-»

(Dameer): Heart; conscience.

Zeeshaan: &m*

(Dheeshaan) Graceful; distinguished, elegant.

Zhaafir: >u=

(Zaafir): Victorious; conqueror.

Zhaahir: /^

(Zaahir): Apparent; evident ; One of the

attributes of Allah Almighty,

Zhafar: A
(Zafar): Yictory; triumph; name of a Sahabi

Zhafeer: j^

(Zafeer): Of firm and resolute intention.

Zhaheer: ?£•

(Zaheer): Assistant; supporter; the name of a

Sahabi who participated in the battle of Badr.
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Zhareef: -^>

(Zareef): Polite; witty; good-tempered

ingenious; good.

Zhill: >
(Zill): Shadow; shade; protection.

Zhuhoor: }y&
(Zuhoor): Appearing; arising; visibility.

(Diyaa) Light; splendour; brilliance.

Ziyaad: >^j

Addition, generosity. Name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.

Zubair: ^j

A brave and wise person; name of a famous

Sahabi who was of the 'Ashara-i-Mubashsharah.

Zufar: >j

Lion; a brave person; an army; a flowing river;

;

name of a great Imaam and jurist.

Zuhaa: j^>

(Duhaa) Porenoon. Name: Shamsu-Zuhaa.
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Zuhair: ,<j;

Beautiful, flower. Name of a Sahabi who

participated in the battle of Badr.

Zulfaqaar:,uJ'o

(Dhulfaqar) Name of a celebrated sword which

fell into the hand of Rasoolullah sallallaahu-

alayhi- wasallam in the Battle of Badr and

which was presented to Ali <-&). Note: It is

incorrect to say Fiqaar with kasrah).

Zulkifl: ji&iji

(DhulkiA) Name of a Prophet of Allah.

Zunnoon: OjJtji

(Dhunnoon) The title of Hazrat Yoonus (Peace

be upon him) meaning: The Man of the Whale,

Zushshimalain: jjujjiji

(Dhushimalin) Name of a Sahabi <4fe).

a
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A . £j
Aabidah: >^M

(,'A abidah) Worshipper.

Aabirah: .^u.

('A abirah) Passer by ; fragrant.

Aafrin: j./

(Persian): Appreciation.

Aaisha: «jju

('Aaisha) Beloved wife of the Prophet $$&> of

Allah. Meaning : Well living woman .

Aakifah: uru

(

L

Aakifah) A lady who worships Allah in

solitude.

Aaliah : «J^

('Aaliah) Sublime , high woman.

Aalimah: *iu

('Aalimah) Woman scholar .

Aatnilah: «i-u

(' Aamilah) A woman doing good deeds.
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Aamina: *>1

Secured, safe woman: the motlier of tlie Holy

Prophet 4S> .

Aamirah: »/&

('Aamirah) A woman inhabiting in a place.

Aanisah: wi

Young lady; virgin; unmarried or chaste woman;

intact; maiden; friendly.

Aaqilah;4tfu

('Aaqilah) Intelligent woman.

Aarifah: *»ji*

('Aarifah) Knowing, skilled, recognizing Allah .

Aarzoo: jjji

(Urdu word) desire, wish.

Aasimah: <w^u

('Aasimah) A woman who saves others .

Aasiyah: *~-i

Lady doctor. PharaorTs wife who embraced

lslam .

Aatikah:o~u

('Aatikah) Chosen, generous; name of one of the

Sahabiyyat (jt^&^j) of the Holy Prophet (m)
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of Allah (Peace be upon him).

Aatiqah: *i;u

('Aatiqah) Emancipated; a beautitul lady; of

honorable family back ground.

Aatirah: >>u

('Aatirah) 0f good fragrance; a connoisseur of

fragrance.

Abeerah: >^

('Abeerah) The collection of fragrances in

which saffron was included.

Ab^urah:»^

('Abqurah) Ingenuity, genius; name of a

Sahaabiyyah.

Ada: w

(Urdu word) To perform; grace; elegance;

charm.

AdhraaV>« :

('Azraa')young lady; virgin, unmarried or chaste

woman; intact; maiden.

Afeefah:

("Afeefah) Pure: chaste; virtuous: modest; holy

in life; of spotless character.

Ateerah:» p**
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('Afeerah) Covered with dust; of a dusty color;

name of A Sahaabiyyah who participated in the

war of Yarmook .

AtYaaY^:

('Afraa') Earth colored; name of a Sahabiyyah.

Afroze; ^/
(Persian) Brightening.

Afshan: juji

(Persian) : Small silver or golden particles used

by women to adorn their face and hair.

Aleemah: *~-U

('Aleemah) Knowing; scholar; very learned

woman.

Almaas: ^ui

A diamond.

Amah:^

A female servant; a female slave; a handmaid; a

maid servant.

Amatullah: ii i->

Maid servant of Allah.

Amber: ^e-

('Amber) Ambergris.
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Arneenah: kJ\

Trust worthy; faithful; honest.

Amirah: »p.\

Princess.

Ammaarah: >jil*

('Ammaarah) One who inhabits a place, having

long life; name of a Sahabi.

Amrah: »,

('Amrah) Head gear; turban; (Egypt.) repair

work; narne of a Sahaabiyyah.

Aneesah: «—,;i

Companion; an affectionate friend; name of a

Sahabi.

Angbin: jJCji

(Persian word): Honey

Anizah: »>*

('Anizah) She goat.

Anjum : ^i

(Persian) Star.

Aqueelah:*M&

('Aqueelah) A wise and intelligent woman; a

sensible woman.
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Aribah: ^)

Skilltul woman.

Arjumand: x*-ji

(Persian) Honorable; noble; worthy; blessed;

possessing dignity; dear.

Arwaa: \^\

The aunt (father's sister) of the Holy Prophet

Asmaa' ,w :

Heights; name of a Sahaabiyyah, the daughter

of Hazrat Abu Bakar Siddique; and the mother

of Abdullah ibn Zubair.

Athilah: «1^1

(Asilah) Strengthened; consolidated.

Atiquah : *i»

('Atiquah, Feminine of ~Atique) Old; antique;

free Old woman; a nob!° woman; a free woman.

Atiyyah:*^

('Atiyyah) Grant; donation; gift.

Azeezah: >y.f

('Azeezah) Dear; respected; esteemed: precious:

rare; powerful.
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Aiheemah: <~M

('Azheemah): Great; encompassing; dignified.

Azra'*b J*:

('Adhraa)Young lady; virgin; unmarried or

chaste woman; intact; maiden.
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B ^
Baadiyah: ^

Name of a Sahaabiyyah.

Baatinah: *iL

Inner; hidden; secret; internal; name of a

Sahaabiyyah.

BahaaVu:

Beauty; brilliance; loveliness.

Bahaar: jU

(Persian word) spring; prime; bloom; beauty;

glory; elegance; delight; enjoyment; Aourishing

state; fine landscape.

Bakht: c^

(Persian word): Luck; good fortune; prosperity;

lot; portion.

Bakhtaawar: jjLss

(Persian) Fortunate; lucky.

Baqilah: iliL

Name of a Sahaabiyyah.

Barakat: cS*
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Blessing.

Bareerah: *j>j>.

Virtuous; narne of a famous Sahaabiyyah.

Barrah: ij.

Aunt of the Holy Prophet (S^; name of a

Sahaabiyyah.

Barsa' u»y :

Name of a Sahaabiyyah.

Basbasah:^—^

Name of a Sahabi who was present in the battle

of Badr and Name of a fema!e narrator of

Ahadith.

Basheerah: ^^
Name of a Sahaabiyyah.

Batool: Jj^

A virgin; a pure and chaste woman devoted to

God (usually applied to Maryam
r
'>LJi v^and to

Hazrat Fatimah).

Bilqees: j~*L

A queen of Saba in the days of Hazrat

Sulaimaan f%~S\ O-tas mentioned in the Holy

Qur'an.
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Bina: i^

(Beena) the Persian word; meaning: A person

who can see.

Bismah: *—

.

Smile.

Buhaisah:»^

Name of a Sahaabiyyah; name of a Raviyyah.

who narrated Hadith.

Bushra: ^^
Glad tiding; good news.
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D <>>>

Daniyah: s^

Dear; close; low; easy; comfortable.

Darakhshaan: ju^j

(Persian): Shining.

Darrah: »j»

Pearl, brilliant, teat, udder; name of a

Sahaabiyyah < i+^- ^ 1 ^*j), daughter of Abu

Lahab.

Daulah: J.;

Wealth; government.

Deebaa: Lp

(Persian): Cloth of silk.

Deenah: *w

(Arabic): Obedience; nature; habit; name of a

Sahaabiyyah (l»» M ^>j)-

Dhaakirah: >J"\'s

One who constantly remembers and glorifies

Allah.
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Dhakiyah: <S\s

A lady with keen perception and a sharp mind;
an intelligent lady.

Dhakiyyah: -S>

A lady with a sharp mind and keen perception:

intelligent.

Duba'ah: ^u^.

(Zuba'ah): Name of a Sahaabiyyah, daughter of
the uncle of the Holy Prophet «[&>.

Dujanah: *a^>

A great rain; name of a woman.

Durdaanah : ^bjj

A pearl; name of a woman,

Durrah: (jj

A large or precious peal; name of a Sahabi ^>
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Faadilah: «u>i»

(Faazilah): Accomplished; virtuous;

accomplished; a female scholar.

Faa'izah: =yV>

Successfui; prosperous; victorious.

Faakhirah: »j^u

Elegant; splendid; proud.

Faakihah:*^"u

Fruits.

Faari'ah: <*>

Tall, handsome, slender; name of a

Sahaabiyyah; Her second name was Furai'ah.

Paarihah: **,ti

A swift she-camel.

Faatihah:^u

Beginning; introduction; preface; opener;

conqueror.
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Faatimah: *-ii»

A great blessing. The lovely daughter of the

Holy Prophet, peace be upon him.

Faazilah: *uu

(Faadilah): Accomplished; virtuous;

accomplished; a female scholar.

Fadeelah: *Lj*

(Fazeelah): Superiority; attribute: value.

Faheemah: *~*»

Intelligent; learned.

Fahmetdah: u^i

(Persian); lntelligent; wise.

Fakeeaha: <*£>

Cheerful; amusing; happy; humorous.

Fakhitah:*^

A dove; a ringed turtle dove: the name of a

Sahaabiyyah.

Fakhr: /*i

Pride; a thing to be proud of; suitabte name:

Fakhrun-nisaa'.

Faoz:,y

Success; victory; advantage; gain: salvation.
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Farah: r

>

Joy; gladness; cheertulness.

Fareedah: sj^ J

Unique; precious; having no equal;

incomparable.

Farhanah: «sb-ji

Glad; joyful.

Farhat:o^jj

Delight; pleasure; joy: cheerfulness;

amusement; recreation; diversion.

Farihah: «*>

Happy; pleased.

Farkhandah: »^^

(Persian): Happy; fortunate.

Farqad: ja>

Two bright stars of Ursa Minor: name of a star;

name of a scholar.

Farrukh: *• »

Happy; fortunate; auspicious; beautiful.

Farwah:j;,j

Fur; name of a Sahaabiyyah; and also name of a

Sahabi who took part in the battlc of Badr
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Paseehah: *^mi

Eloquent.

Fateenah: ^j^

Intelligent; sagacious.

Fatimah: ^u
Daughter of the Prophet ®M} .

Fauziah: *-:jy

Vitreous; successful; one who has attained

salvation.

Fazeelah: *l^j

(Fadeelah): Superiority; attribute; value.

Feeroozah: ^jjjj

A precious stone; Turquoise.

Fiddah:^

(Fizzah); Silver; name of a maid servant of

Hazrat Faatimh (U^ ^ ^j>.

Firdous: ^yj
A garden; paradise.

Fizzah:^

(Fiddah); Silver; name of a maid servant of

Hazrat Faatimah (i^ ii _*_,).
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Foziah: \jy

(Persian): successful.

Furai'ah:^y

Handsome, tall; name of a Sahaabiyyah; her

second name was Faari'ah.

Fusaila: ^u^

Little, distant; name of a temale narrator of

Hadith; daughter of Wathilah ibn Asqa\ a well

known Sahabi.

Fuzail: J_ai

(Fudail): A form ofFaazil, meaning: An
accompiished person; name of a saint known as

Fuzail bin 'Iyaad.
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uS

Ghaaziyah: »;jU

Woman warrior.

Ghalibah: *JU

Pre-dominant.

Ghanecmah:

Spoils; booty; loot; prey: something acquired

without labor.

Gharcebah: v.^

Strange; unusual; amazing; rare.

Gha/alah: «*>*

Female gazelle. doe: (rising) sun; rise of the sun.

Gohar: ff
(Persian): Diamond; preeious stone.

Gul-e-r*anaa: u*j jr

(Persian): A beautitul delicate scented rose.

Gulshan: w-^s"

(Persian): A rose or rlower garden.
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H * c
Haadiyah: *oi*

A director; a leader; a guide.

Haafizah: *&^

Having a good memory; one who knows the

whole Quran by heart.

Haajirah: »j»i*

The wife of Hazrat Ibrahim, peace be upon him.

Haalah: *Ju

A crescent-shaped ear-ring; name of the sister of

Hazrat Khadijatulkubraa <l^ j>i ^j).

Haamidah: >x.u

One who praises.

Haaniah: ^u

Pleasant.

Haarisah: *-jU-

Guard; protector.

Haarithah: *JjU
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Farmer. Name of a Sahabi who participated in

thebattleofBadr.

Habeebah: *_»

Beloved.

Hadiqah: *h-i>-

Garden.

Hafeezhah: *Ja-«-

(Hafeezah): Guardian , Protector.

Hafsah: u^-

The wife of the Holy Prophet [e], ; and

Ummulmoominin, mother of the believers; and
the daughter of Hazrat Umar^ & _*,).

Hakeemah: *~S>-

A sage; philosopher; a physician; a doctor.

Haleemah: *~jl-

(Halimah) A patient woman; a wet nurse of the

Holy Prophet iM) .

Hameedah: =-l^

Praiseworthy.

Hamraa': tiy

Red colored female.
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Hanfaa': tU>

The wife of Hazrat Ismail (Ishmael), peace be

upon him.

Hani: jLs

Pleasant.

Hanifa: ^-

Upright; True; true believer.

Hannah:^

Sound of delight, affection. The mother of

Hazrat Maryam (Mary); and the wife of Imran

who is mentioned in the Holy Quran.

Haola': ^y
Intelligent, cross- eyed; name of a Sahabah; she

was also a jurist and scholar of Islamic law.

Harithah: «IjU-

Farmer. Name of a Sahabi ^ ii ^+j.

Haseenah: *±~>-

Pretty girl.

Hasnaa' : t.1—*-

Pretty woman.
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Hawwaa': *Sy

One who rejects falsehood and follows the truth;

the wife of Hazrat Aadam (Peaee be upon him).

Hibbah: *^

Beloved.

Hinaa': u-

The lndian privet; a shrub, the leaves of which

are used for dyeing the hands, feet and hair.

Hind: ju*

Name of Ummulmoomineen, the wife of the

Prophet i&), who is also known as Umme
Salamah(i+* JH ^S).

Hindah: «jm

Name of wife of AbuSufyaan, a Sahabi of the

Holy Prophet (#).

Hoor: jy~

A virgin of Paradise; a black eyed nymph; a

celestial bride promised to all good Muslims in

the Hereafter.

Huda : ^jl*

Guidance towards the right direction; the right

path; instruction.
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Hujaimah: *-^>~»

Attack, assauit; name of a Sahabah known as

Umm-Darda' (i+* M ^j).

Huma: u
(Persian word) Name of an imaginary bird.

Humairaa
1

: *T>«-

Red colored girl; name of Ummulmoominin

Hazrat Aaishah (i+* & ^j).

Husnaa: ^^—

Most pious; most beautiful; most precious.
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t
Iffat:

('Iffat ) Purity; chastity; modesty; decency;

virtue; abstinence; continence.

Ishrat:^

('Ishrat) Pleasure; enjoyment; delight; mirth;

society; pleasant and familiar conversation.

Ismat:^—^

('Ismat) Honor, chastity; name of a Sahabi who
took part in the battle of Badr.

Izzat:o^

('Izzat) Honor; esteem; integrity.
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J EL

Jaan: ju.

(Persian) Soul; life.

Jabcen: j**-

The forehead.

Jahan Ara: iy di^-

(Persian) One who adorns the world.

Jaleelah:4JLU

Great; glorious; illustrious; dignitled.

Jamaal: Ji->

Beauty; elegance ; comeliness ; of good looks

and character.

Jameelah: *l->

Physically and morally attractive; good looking;

beautiful; pretty girl,

Jariyah: *.jUr

A girl; a slave- girl.

Jauhar: j>^

A gem; a jewel; a pearl; atom ; skill; knowledge;

secret; nature; matter; substance; essence; acid;
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virtue; worth; merit.

Juhi: ^»jyr

( Urdu) Tiny flower with fragrance.

Jumaanah: *--l_-

A gem, a pearl; name of a Sahabi ,

Jumaim'ah: <u*t»

Many plants, collected hair of head; name of a

Sahaabiyyah(i^= &t ^j).

Jumainah: t^*

A little gem, little peari; name of a

Sahaabiyyah(L^ ii ^j).

Juwariah: «jjjj»

A small girl; name of Ummulmoomineen, the

wife of the Holy Prophet {&}.
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K kJ
Kaamilah: *UT

Complete; perfect.

Kaashifah: 4*iis"

Discoverer; detective; reveler; explorer.

Kabeerah: «^f

Immense; great; senior. Name of a Sahaabiyyah.

Kabshah: -o_r

A goat. Name of a Sahaabiyyah (i^ &\ ^j).

Kaif: ^S

A state ofjoy.

Kaleemah: -uJT

A speaker; an interlocutor. Name of a

Sahaabiyyah.

Kaneezah: =>f

Firm;(of flesh); sturdy (of body).

Kanzah: »>*"

Treasure.
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Kareemah: *jl/

Bountiful; generous; magnificent; gracious;

merciful.

Kaukab: ^/
A star.

Kauthar: }/
(Kosar) : Abundant; large; quantity; a river in

Paradise.

Kehkashan: ;>u£t
s'

(Persian): The milky way; galaxy.

Khaalidah: »jJ^

Permanent; durable ; one who does not grow

weak even in old age.

Khaareejah:^/^

Out standing; name of a Sahabi wlio participated

in the battle of Badr .

Khadijah:**^

Immaturely born baby; name of

Ummulmoomineen Hazrat Khadijah who was

the first wife of the Holy Prophet ($!)•

Khairah: *f*

adj. Good; best; well; safe; adv. Very well.

Goodness; welfare; happiness; health.
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Khaleesah:<~J^

Robber, theft; name of a Sahaabiyyah (M ^j
i**).

Khansaa\L_^:

Female gazelle, doe; name of a Sahaabiyyah

KharqaViij-:

Strong wind, broad land; name of a

Sahaabiyyah (i+^ iin ^j).

Khaulah:*)^

Female gazelle, doe; name of a Sahaabiyyah

Khidrahisjj^

(Khizrah): Condition of green color. Name of a

Sahaabiyyah (i^* in ^j).

Khooshbakht: wr-

Of good fortune.

Khudamah: «mj*

Service; name of a Sahaabiyyah (i** _si ^j).

Khudrah:»j^

(Khuzrah): Yegetation, greenery; nameof a
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Sahaabiyyah (v** -i 1 ^j).

Khulaidah:»-^

Permanent; name of a Sahabi who participated

in the battle of Badr and the name of a

Sahaabiyyah.

Khursheed: ^^
(Persian) The sun.

Khuwailah: &?
A little or young female gazelle; name of a

women .

Kishwar. J3^
(Persian) A country; a territory; climate; region.

Kowaisah:i~jjS'

Handsome, pretty; name of a Sahaabiyyah.

Kubraa: isj£

Bigger.

Kulthoom:^

(Kulsoom): A woman full of flesh on face and

cheeks; silk pennant on the flag. Name of a

Sahaabiyyah (i** h ^j) also a surname - Ummu

Kulsoom - of Hadrat Fatimah.
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J

Labeebah: ^
A wise woman; name of a Sahaabiyyah.

Lailaa: JJ

Name of a Sahaabiyyah.

Latifah: *^i

Delicious; delicate; subtle; agreeable; fine;

courteous; etegant; benevolent,

Layyah: *J

First stage of wine; name of a Sahaabiyyah.

Lccna: U

A small plant of dates which grows near the big

tree of dates; name of a Sahaabiyyah.

Lubabah: ^u

Centerof athing, briliiant, intelligent; name of a

Sahaabiyyah.

Lubnaa: ^J

Intended, aim, having milk; name of a

Sahaabiyyah.
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M V
Ma'soomah: ^y^

Innocent; protected.

Maahirah: ij^

Skillful; able; experienced.

Maajidah: «j»u

Glorious; honorable; generous; splendid.

Maalikah: «£)u

Owner.

Maariya: «»>

A lady with fair complexion; The bond maid of

the Holy Prophet 4#).

Madhat:^^

Praise.

Mahfoozah:«i>y^

(Mahfoozhah) Secured; protected; safe.

Mahmoodah: «j-^

Praiseworthy; praised; elegant.
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Maimoona: a^.

(Maimoonah) Fortunate; auspicious; prosperous.
Name of Ummulmoomineen, the wife of the
Holy Prophet {&>}.

Majeedah: »^

Glorious; honorable; generous; splendid.

Maknoonah: ^^
Hidden; concealed.

Maleehah: *^X.

Salty; nut brown; of dark brown color,

agreeable; sweet; charming; beautiful;'graceful.

MaIeekah:-6lL.

Queen. Name of a Sahaabiyyah (i^ ifci ^.

Malikah: «&.

A queen.

Mansoorah: iJra^

Aided; protected; defended; victorious;

conquering; triumphant; succored.

Marjanah:*;^

A precious stone; name of a Sahaabiyyah h^
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Maryam: f.y

Name of the mother of Hadrat 'Isaa (Jesus)

peace be upon him; its equivalent in English is

Mary.

Mashhoodah: ^y^
Attested; proved; evidence; clear; manifest;

present.

Masuoodah: »jj-_^

Present; manifest.

Mateenah: ^
Firmed; constant; solid; a woman who has depth

in her thoughts.

Mehtaab:^^

The moon.

Miskeenah: <S~*

Humble.

Mu'eenah: «^-

An assistant; a helper; an aid.

Mu'eerah: ***•

A girl who gives a borrowing.

Mu'minah: ^y
The believer; one who embraced Islam by heart.
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Mu'nisah: *—>y

A Companion; a comrade; an associate.

Mu'aazah: ;»u.

(Muadhah) Name of a Sahaabiyyah {L^ &\ ^j).

Mubaarakah: •cT.u

Auspicious; blessed; august; sacred; holy;

happy; fortunate.

Mubash'shirah: »>*-.

A bearer of glad tidings or good news.

Mubassirah: >j-^»

An analyst; critic.

Mubeenah:*^

A woman who makes something ciear.

Mugheethah:^
She who helps, rescues, relieves.

Muhsinah: <—

^

A benefactor; a patron.

Mujeebah: «-*;

(Mujibah) One who answers; one who accepts

or grants something.
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Mukarrmah: **_£.

Honorable; graceful; excelient.

Mumtaaz:jtf

Outstanding; distinguished; exalted; iilustrious;

eminent; chosen.

Munawwarah: 3j^>

Brilliant; illuminated; enlightened; splendid.

Muneebah: *~*

One who turns to Allah; a master; a patron; an

agent; a client.

Muneerah: »&*

Brilliant; splendid; illuminating; enlightened;

splendid.

Munjiyah: v^
A woman who saves someone.

Munyah: *~*

Wish; desire.

Muqaddasah:^-ii.

Holy; sacred.

Murdiyyah:vy

(Murziyah) Chosen; liked; approved; desirable;

pleasing; laudable; favorite.
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Muslimah:

Submitting to Allah, a Muslim woman.

Musta ' eenah :-u^_

Praying for help; soliciting aid.

Muzainah: **>.

A small drizzling cloud; name of a Sahaabiyyah

(l^ M ^j); name of an Arab tribe.

Muznah: ^y

A drizzling cloud; name of a Sahaabiyyah^j)
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N U

Na'eemah:

Ease; comfort; grace; blessing.

Naa'ilah: »Jju

Earner; winner.

Naaciirah: »_^u

Rare; choice; precious.

Naadirah: =^
(Nazirah): One with healthy and happy looks; a

bright face reflecting luster and freshncss.

Naafi'ah: mMj

ProfitabIe; advantageous; useful; beneficial;

good.

Naajidah: °^\j

Courageous; a lady who accomplishes difficult

tasks; one who appeals for help or takes

liberties.

Naajiya: ^
One who saves oneself; One who gets salvation.
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Naashirah: ij&t

A helper; a friend.

Naashitah: «ki^

Lively; brisk; active; energetic.

Naasihah:*^-^

An advisor; a sincere friend; a monitor; a

counselor; a faithful minister; giving sound

advice.

Naasirah; »_^u

A helper; a rriend.

Naayaab: <->W

(Persian) Rare; precious.

Naazhimah: <~ku

(Naazimah) Administrator; manager.

Naazhirah: tjm

Naazirah) Fresh; spectator; seer.

Nabeelah: *lj

Beautiful; intelligent; dexterous.

Nada: u

dew, drizzle.
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Nadeemah: *w;

A Companion; friend.

Nafeesah: <^a

Precious; choice; exquisite; delicate; refined;

pure.

Nageenah: ^Ss

(Persian) Precious stone.

Najeebah: *#£

Excellent; noble; generous; praiseworthy.

Najeedah: >x£

Brave; a lady who accomplishes difficult tasks.

Najm: ^A

Star; a planet.

Najmah: w;

A star; planet.

Nakhat:c^SJ

Perfume; scent.

Naqeebah: *=i

A leader; guide; director; dean; principle.

Nargis: ^j
(Persian) Narcissus; a f!ower.
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Naseemah: t~~_;

Air; breeze,

Naseerah: «^
A helper; a friend.

Nashaat: i>nj

Gladness; joy; pleasure; cheerfulness;

sprightliness.

Nasreen: ^j-j

(Persian) A wild rose; the jonquil.

Nawailah: *kj

Agift.

Naweed: My

Good news; glad tidings; invitation to a wedding
(to kinsfo!k and brethren).

Nayyirah: •#

Luminary; shedding light; a bright star.

Nazaakat : n£\$

(Persian) Delicacy; neatness; elegance;

politeness; softness.

Nadheerah: ^Ju

Anything offered as a token of respect; anything
given as sacritlce; a child who has ben
dedicated by his or her parents to servt Allah.
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Nazheefah:<u-k^

(Nazeefah) Pure; neat; clean; legal.

Nazheerah: t^,

(Nazeerah): Example; instance; precedent.

Nee!ofar: jj*

(Persian) The lotus; water-lily.

Ni'mat: e~^

Blessing; boon; grace; comforts of life.

Noshaabah: ^ur

(Persian) Water of life; e!ixir.

Nudrat:^jjj

Uniqueness; singularity; rareness.

Nusrat:^^

Help; victory.

Nuzhat:oj>

Freshness; pleasure; delight; cheerfulness;

purity.

Parween: juj

(Persian) Cluster of small stars; brilliant group

of persons or things.
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Q J>

Qaailah: *L'U

Speeking girl. Name of a Sahaabiyyah(W^- ^' ^J)

Qaani'ah: ^ii

Satisried; contented.

Qailah: *Li

Chief, that milk which is drunk or milked from

she camel in the mid noon. Name of a

Sahaabiyyah (L^p &\ ^jy.

Qamar: ^
The moon .

Qareebah: ^j

Near.

Quddoosiyyah: ^.^

A girl who is free from any physical ot moral

defects; a blessed girl; a pious girl; celestial.

Qudsiyah: *~-tf

Holy; celestial.

Qurratul'ain: j^Ji v
Freshening the eye; delight of the eye.
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8

R
Ra'eesah:

LT

Leader; chief; princess; a noble lady; a wealthy
lady; rich.

Ra'naa:Uj

Moving gracefully; lovely; beautiful; graceful;

delicate; tender.

Raa'iqhah: *iflj

Charming.

Raabi'a:-^ij

Residing peacefully; name of a Sahaabiyyah

(l^ h ^j); name of a saint who is known as

Rabiah Basriyyah.

Raabitah:4^ij

connection; one who connects betwwn two
things.

Raafi'ah:*«iij

High; exalted; wealthy.

Raahat: c~a}

Comfort; rest; ease; tranquillity; relief; pleasure.
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Raahilah:4=-ij

A traveling woman.

Raani:jij

(Urdu) A queen.

Raashidah:»-^

Pious; follower of the right path.

Raaziyah:v^j

(Raadiyah) Agreed; willing; satisf1ed; pleased.

Rabee'ah:*«^j

A bounding in green foliage. Name of a Sahabi
who took part in the battle of Badr.

Radiyyah:w.j

(Raziyyah): Pleased; delighted; contented.

Rafee'ah:-wjj

High; exalted sublime; elevated.

Rafeeqah:4ijj

Friend; associate; Companion; a soft and kind-

hearted lady.

Raheemah:«^j

Kind; affectionate.
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A sweet-smelling flower; name of a Sahabi («&).

Raitah:*k.j

Quilt, comforter; name of many Sahabiyyaat

(1+* -^ 1 ^j)-

Rakheelah:iL^j

Kids, female child of sheep; name of a Sahabi

(i^ iui ^j).

Rakhshaan: oii^j

(Persian) Dazzling; resplendent.

Rakhshindah:»^-^j

(Persian) Bright; resplendent.

Rameesah:*-^

Hidden, covered; name of a Sahabiyyah ^j

Ranieethah:*Vj

Wise; name of a Sahaabiyyah (i^ &\ ^j).

Ramlah:*JL.j

Sand; name of Ummulmoomineen Hazrat Umm
Habibah (l^ & ^j), the wife of the Prophet
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Raodah:^jj

(Raozah) Park.

Raqeebah:^jj

Guardian.

Rashaad:^j

Guidance; a righteous life.

Rasheedah:=^ij

Follower of the right path , intelligent.

Raunaq:j,jj

(Persian): Luster; brightness; elegance: beauty;

symmetry; color; splendor; freshness; Aashing

state or condition.

Raushan:j^jj

(Persian) Bright; luster; shining.

Rawahah.-t-ijj

Departure, going, ease, comfort, relax; name of

a person.

Razeenah:o.jj

Sedate, gentle, noble, solemn, sober, calm, self-

possessed, unruffled. .Name of a Sahaabiyyah

(V* i»i ^j).
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Ribqah:iij

The wife of Hazrat Is,haaq (Ishacc) peace be
upon him, a Prophet <®>of Allah Almighty.

Rida:u>

,

(Rizaa): Pleasure; contentment; approval;
Pleasure; contentment; approval; leave;

permission; assent.

Ridwaanah>^j

(Rizwaanah); Please d; delighted; content.

Rifa'at: ^>j

Highness; elevation; dignity.

Romaan:JL.jj

Name of a Sahabi^) Meaning: desirous.

Rufaidah: »jjj

Gift; name of a Sahaabiyyah (i^ &^ ) who
gave treatment to the injured in a hut ofthe
mosque.

Rukhailah: ^j
Kids, female child of sheep; name of a Sahabi
who took part in the battle of Badr.

Rukhsaanah>L-^j

(persian) Name of a girl.
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Rumaithah: t-*j

Wise, Name of a Sahaabiyyah^ i»i ^,),

Rummanah: ^l-j

A pomegranate.

Ruqayyah: «j

Progress, rise. The daughter of the Holy Prophet

(•).
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L^l/l/^

Sa'aadat:^.ob^

(Sa'aadah) Fortune; blessings; victory.

Sa'diyah:

Blessed; Title of the lady who had breast fed

Rasoolutlah sailaliahu alaihe wasallam- Full

name: Halimah Sa'diah.

Sa'eedah: aJ-*~

Fortunate; lucky.

Saa'imah: <*JU»

Fasting woman.

SaaMrah:^*1-

Traveler, going on, current; name of a Sahabi

SaaMrah: >j\-

Name of a Sahaabiyyah (^- ^ ^j).

Saabiqah: «ijL.

Precedent; one who comes first in a race; name

of a Saliabi (•*) who was the servant of the Holy

Prophet*#).
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Saabirah: ^u»

Patient; tolerant.

Saadiqhah: ««Le

True; sincere; faithful; veracious; a woman of

lier word.

Saahibah: s^^

Friend; colleague. ^

Saahirah: i^
Earth; moon; a spring which flo\vs constantly.

Saajidah: »JbrU

Prostrating in prayer (salah); one who makes

sajdah.

Saalifah: **)u

Previous, last.

Saalihah; iJ-u

Pious, righteous.

Saalikah: *&u

Following; proceeding.

Saarah: >;U

(Saarah) Happy, glad. The wiie of Hazrat

Ibrahim »•>'—)' <d* ,the Prophet of Aliah.
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Saariyah: *jjL-

Name of a Sahaabiyyah (i** ii ^J).

Saarrah: /-

A lady whose carming manner causes joy and

happiness.

Sabaa: u*

A gentle breeze; an easterly breeze; a morning

breeze; zephyr.

Sabaahat:c-^u>

Beauty; gracetulness; comeliness.

Sabeehah: ^^
Beautirul; handsome.

Sadaaqat:oi*j-5

Truth.

Sadaf: _>x*

Shell; a mother of pearl.

SaJcenah: ^^

A boat; name of a slave of the Prophet <3M.

Safeerah: j^l.

Counsel; messenger; deputy.
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Safoorah: =jy-*

Name of the wife of Hazrat Moosa (peace be

upon him).

Safiyyah; v«
Chosen; name of Ummulmoomineen, the wife

of the Holy Prophet <»>.

Sagheerah : »j^

Little; short.

Sahar:^-

Morning, magic, enhancement; name of a

Sahabi (i+*
%

M ^J).

Sahlah: ^U-

Name of a Sahaabiyyah (i+* & ^j)', Easy;

convenient.

Sakeenah: *^_

Contentment; accord; pleasure.

Sakhaawat:^jb^-

Generosity; liberality; munificence; charity.

Salaamah: o 1-

Salvation; peace; free from blemish; ease; name
of a Sahabi (^)
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Saleemah: «~jl-

Perfect; healthy.

Salmaa: jJ-

Safe; free; sound, healthy.

Saman: Jt

(Thaman) Price; fare; cost.

Samar: /

(Thamar) Fruit.

Samee'ah; «-«"

Hearing; she who hears .

Sameenah: «-*

(Thameenah) Expensive; precious; costly; dear.

Sameenah: *-*•

A healthy girl; fertile land without rock and

stone.

Sameerah: ^-

Companion in nightly entertainment,

conversation partner; entertainer.

Sanaa 1
»u*:

(Thana):Praise of God.

Sanaubar: /y
A cone-bearing tree; pine-tree; Juniper.
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Sanjeedah: =-u~—

(Persian) Calm; grave; matured, weigjity:

considerate; composed; serious; approved.

Sarwaat:ojy

(Tharwat) Wealth; power; influence; affiuence.

Sarwar: Jir~

(Persian) A chief; a leader; lord: master.

Sarwari: ^jj^-

(Persian)Chief ship; sovereignty; rule; sway.

Sayyidah: »x-

Name of the wife of Hazrat Ismaa'il (Ishmeel)

peace be upon him, a Prophet ^s-of Allah

Almighty. Seema: i^

Sign; Face; forehead; similitude; countenance;

aspect.

Saudah: "j-

Black color, leading, ability; name of one of the

honorable wives of the Holy Prophet i$>}.

Seemeen: jy^

(Persian) of silver; silvery; white.

Shaad: aLs

(Persian) Happy; pleased.
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Shaadan: ^bu

(Persian) Happy; pleased.

Shaafi'ah: -uuu

One who deprecates; one who intercedes;

advocate; patron; a mediator.

Shaaheen: jjU

A royal white falcon.

Shaaheenah: -c-*u

A royal white falcon.

Shaahidah: »a»u

One who bears witness; a deponent.

Shaaistah: <«ju

(Persian) Polite.

Shaakirah: >/\a

Grateful; thankful; content; praising; one who
gives due appreciation.

Shaariqah: «jU

Radiant; shining.

Shabeehah: *^u

Similar; picture; portrait; likeness image;

resemblance.

Shabnam: #—s
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(Persian) Dew; a kind of fine linen.

Shafee'ah:

Advocate; patron; intercessor.

Shafeeqah: **-v-

Affectionate; compassionate; a kind hearted

friend.

Shafqat: ^jii

Kindness; affection; favor; mercy; clemency;

compassion; condolence.

Shaguftah: «siia

(Persian) Expanded; blown; blooming;

flourishing.

Shaheerah:;^

Eminent; famous, popular.

Shahlaa' *»a:

Having gray eyes with a shade of red; a species

of Nacissus flower.

Shahnaaz: jU+i

(Persian) Name of a flower.

Shajarah: sy^

Tree; name of an Egyptian woman ruler.

Shajaratuddurr: j-Ji i^
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Name of an Egyptian woman ruler.

Shajee'ah: ^^-^

Brave; bold; courageous.

Shakeelah: *i£a

Pretty girl.

Shama': .»>

A lamp; a candle.

Shamaailah: *L'Li

Good qualities; virtues; excellencies; talents;

dispositions; customs; northerly winds or

regions.

Shamaamah: **l>

The fragrance of scent; perfume.

Shameelah: *i>

Good quality; virtue; exceilence; talent;

disposition; custom; northerly winds or regions.

Shameemah: <u^-

Fragrant; scent; a sweet-smelling breeze; lofty.

Name: Shameemah.

Shamoodah: «j^

Diamond.
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Shaqeeqah:

Real sister.

Shareefah: ^^
Noble , eminent ; legitimate; chief of a tribe

;

one with honorable family back ground; urbane.

Shareefah: «^^

Noble; holy; modest; humble.

Shareekah: ^.^

Participant, partner.

Sharfaa' »1»^:

A most noble and honorable lady; name of a

Sahaabiyyah.

Sheereen : jj>s

(Persian) Sweet; name of a queen of Iran.

Shu'aa s-u^:

The rays of the sun; sunshine; light; luster;

splendor.

Siddeeqah: ^-u»

Truthful; righteous.

Sidrah: »jjl.

Name of a tree. Name of a Sahaabiyyah iiii ^j)
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Sitaarah: »jis-

(Persian) Star; a planet.

Sughraa: ls>->

Small; slender; tender.

Suhailah: *L*-

The star Canopus; the star.

Sukainah: ^S—

Diminutive of Sakeenah ; meaning is the same
as Sakeenah.

Sultaanah: *i\^L,

Queen; empress.

Sumairaa': »#?

Of a brownish color; name of a Sahaabiyyah

Sumayyah: <-«"

Exalted, high. Name of a Sahaabiyyah (Ai^

Surayyaa: by
k

Cluster of seven brilliant stars in Taurus,

commonly known as the seven sisters; a wealthy
lady; luster; chandelier.
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Suwaibah: v. y

(Thuwaibah) Name of the woman who breastfed
the Holy Prophet {&) jn his infancy.
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J^

TaaMbah: *Ji

One who refrains from evil-doings; repentant.

Taabaan:jiu

(Persian) Resplendent; splendid; glittering;

refulgent; burning.

Taahirah: »j*U»

Clean.

Taaj:-L

Crown.

Taali'ah: £lt

Rising; star.

Taalibah: J4

A seeker; an inquirer; a lover.

Taaraa:ijL;

(Urdu) Star.

Tabssum: ^-j

Smiling; a smite.
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Tahseenah: <~~^

Approbation; applause: acclamation; cheers.

Tal'at: ooJi.

Appearance; countenance; face: aspect.

Tamannaa:u

Desire; wisli; want.

Tanweer: ^
Illuminating; enlightening; iilumination.

Tarannum: fj

A kind of song; modulation.

Tawoos: ^jU»

A peacock.

Taybah: ^
Pure; chaste; pious; clean.

Tayyibah: U»

Good.

Thaman: J
(Saman) Price; lare; cost.

Thamar: /

(Samar) Pruit,
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Thameenah: *~f

(Sameen) Expensive; precious; costly; dear.

Thanaa' u*:

Praise; applause; eulogy.

Tharwatojy

Wealth; power; influence; affluence.

Thubaitah: «-*

Brave. Name of a Sahaabiyyah (i** Ai -*j).

Thurayya: y
Cluster of seven brilliant stars in Taurus,

commonly known as the seven sisters; a wealthy

lady; luster; chandelier.

Thuwaibah: «- jl

Name of a Sahaabiyyah (W^ ^ ^j)" name of the

lady who had breast-fed the Holy Prophet,

Muhammad C&) during his infancy.

Tooba: _j>

Glad tiding; good news.
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U ,
Ulfat:o^t

Friendship; intimacy; love; attachment;

affection; familiarity.

Umaimah: <u^i

Little mother, stone; name of a Sahaabiyyah

Umaiyyah: **-\

Maid servant, maid, female servant or attendant,

a woman who serves for the country; name of a

Sahaabiyyah (i+* A\ ^J).

Umamah: ^w

Leadership, imamate, motherhood, maternity;

name of a Sahaabiyyah (i+* &\ ^j),

'Umarah: «jU*

Name of a Sahabi who took part in the battle of

Badr.

Umm Abaan: m ^

Name of a Sahabiyyah (\+* A\ ^,).

Umm Ayman: yj r
i

She was a wet nurse of the Holy Prophet : &'{
.
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Umm Fakeeh: «X» r
\

Name of a Sahaabiyyah (i#* 4i ^j).

Umm Haani'ju f
i:

Name of a Sahaabiyyah (i^ i> ^J who was a

cousin of the Holy Prophet Muhammad 4,&>'t,

her name was Fakhtah.

Umm Habibah: *-~~
f

'

Name of Ummulmoomineen, the vvife ofthe

Holy Prophet i&$ .

Umm Haraam:fi>- r
1

Name of a Sahaabiyyah <i^ &\ ^ } y.

Umm Khalid:jJu f
i

Name of a Sahaabiyyah (i** &\ ^> 3).

Umm Kulthoom: pyis" f

Name of a daughter of the Holy Prophet i&}.

Umm Rabee^ah^j f

Name of a Sahaabiyyah (i+* £' ^j).

Umm Raumaan: ju.j
r

t

Name of a Sahaabiyyah (i^* ii ^--,) who was the

wife of Hazrat Abu-Bakr (4*), second caliph of

Islam.
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Umm Salamah: *~~ »'

Name of Ummulmoomineen. the wife of the

Holy Prophet 3='

.

Umin Shareek:jJ^~ »'

Name of a Sahaabiyyah c^ -' ^j)-

llmm Sulaim: *-i~ .1

Name of a Sahaabiyyah (1** ^ _/-=:>•

Umm \Varqah:« ;
. -'

Nainc of a Sahaabiyyah (V -> ^,).

Lmni Yousuf: ^-~y. •'

Namc of a Sahaabiyyah (U_- «ii ^_ ; ).

UmmUmarah: »>** •'

Namc of a Sahaabiyyah (U~ -i ,-_-.).

I uiniul Fazal: j_u)i >

Name ofa Sahaabiyyah (Uu* _< ^~- ; ).

Unaisah: *-j

Loving, friendlv; name of a Sahaabiyyah (~>

Urooj: rj/

('Urooj) Ascension; rising; exaltation; hcight.
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Uzhmaa: ^-W

(

l

Uzmaa): Greater; more digniried; more

c\alted.
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w \S

Waahibah: V1';

Giver; generous.

Waahidah: »jl~1j

One; unique.

Waajidah: =-^
;

A woman, who finds somctliing, a happy

woman.

Waaliyah: *J-

The feinale Governor; she who directs;

manages; conducts; governs; measures.

Waarithah: sljij

(Waarisah) An heir; a master; a lord; an owner;

a successor.

Waasifah: *u»ij

Describing.

Waasilah: «L»ij

Joining; connecting.
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Wahcebah: *-»_«

Givcr; gencrous.

Wahccdah: =^

Unique; singular; unparalleled; alone.

Wajahat: cju.

I liuh position: dignity; comeliness; respcct;

respectabilit} ; appearance.

Wajihah: ^.
Ofagood appearance; handsome; respectable.

Wakaalat: _JUf

.

Leadership; advocacy: attomeyship; embassy;

agency; commission; proxy.

Wakcelah: <JLS-_.

(Wakilah) The Trustee; the agent.

Waqaar:
;
ii«

Dignity; grace. Name: Waqaarunnisaa ,

Wardah: »j;

Rose.

Waseefah: «—--_•

Servant; praiscd.

Waseemah: *-_,.
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Of a fine countenance: handsome: comely.

Wazeerah: =.-:.'

A temale minister of state.
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Y
(j

Ya'Iaa: *»

Hxalted, High. Name of a Sahabi («&,).

Yaaqoot:^jjiu

Ruby; a precious stone,

Yaasmeen: >--l
:

A sweet-smelling flower called jasmine.

Yuninaa:^-

Right side; blessed; grace.

YusairahUjj-;

Easy, left side; name of a Sahabiyyah (^

Yusraa:

Left side; casier.
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bjey^

Zaahidah: >~^j

Abstinent; lacking mundane ambitions..

Zaaiirah: ;/j

visitor: guest.

Zaakirah: ;/'i

(Dhaakirah) one who constantly praises and

remembers Allah Aimighty.

Zaatninah: *^u>

(Daaminah) Onc who stands surety for another

one who helps.

Zahra*: ^/>j

Beautiful; also the name of the lady of Jannah,

l''aalimahc^j ^ ^.) .

Zahrah: = />;

The planet Venus: beauty; virtue: elegance;

splendor.

Zaib: ^,

(Persian) adornment beauty; elegance.
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Zaibaa: t-;,

(Persian) Adorned: beaulitul: becoming:

betitting: proper: gracetlil.

Zain: _-;

Adornmenl; beauty: grace: honor; to bcauliiy: to

decorate.

/ainab ^-

Name of the daughter of the Iloh Prophet ** ;

also the name ol'1'mmulmoomineen, the vvife of

thc Hok Proptict ' ;-*'
.

Zaitouii: jyjj

The olivc tree or the olive Iruil.

Zaitoonah: ^->-,

Singular of Zaitoon meaning: an olive.

Zakiyyah: *S*

(Dhakiyyah) One who has a sharp mtnd and

keen perception: intelligent.

Zameelah: *L»j

Priend; colleague.

Zarecnah: «~;jj

Name of a Sahaabiyyah (u-* & _-).

Zarqaa: u

Bluc color.
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Zeenat:—
Beauty; elegance: adornmenl.

/Jiaallrah: s>ii

(Zaafirah) Vietorious: conqueror.

/Jiaahirah: =
•

(Zaahirah) Apparent: evident: bright.

Zhafcerah: ---

(Zafeerah): C)f firm and resolute intention.

/Jialieeralt = .-,--

(Zahecrah) Assistant: supporter.

Zhareefah: ~ i

(Zareefah) Polite: witly: ingenious: good.

/Jnncerah: >,-

Naiue of a Sahaabiyyah i,u^ in ^_- .>.

Zubaidah: .-^

Name of the \vife olthe Caliph 1 laroon ur-

Rasheed.

Zubdah: >mj

Butter.

/uhairaa: ' >i

Diminutive of /ahraa'. spirit; courage; power:

treshness; Aower.
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Zulirali: i >
:

The planet Ve»us; beauty; virtue; elegance;

spicndor.

Zulaikhaa: b^jj

Name of thc tamous woman in tlie days

of Hazrat Yousuf ( peace be upon him).

a Prophet of Almighty Allah.
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SOME FAMOUS NAMES OF
THE MESSENGERS OF ALLAH:

Ayyoob i $ai)

Danyai i^m*
Dawood » >m «

Ibrahim iH&B *

llyas (w)
Ishaaq • S&9 *

Isma'eel • HS9 J-

Loot 5 %9 *

Moosa »^aii' *

Nooh X Sfegl (i

Sulaiman "1
--Jv-.

(-

'Uzair K >feH *

Yaliya s "fi£l |

Ya'qoob s £S !

Yoonus S ^k^l $

Yousuf -i <&in

«

Zakaria ; -^ [

THE NAMESOF AL-ASHRAH AL-MUBSHSH-
SHARAH:
The names of the tcn Sahabah who were given thc glad lidings
oi thetr assured attainment ofJannah bv the Holy Prophet >&
are;

(
1
):Abu Bakr Siddeeque (4i)

(:2TJmar [bn al-khattaab(^)

("3"Uthmaan Ibn "Affaan(^&)

(:4Ali Ibn Abi laalibt (^ )

(:5Talhah Ibn 'Ubaidullaht (^ )
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( :6Zubair ibn AI-'Awwaamt (4£ )

( :7Abdur Rahmaan Ibn 'Auf(->.);

( :8Sa'd Ibn Abi Wqqaasl (^ )

(:9Sa'eed Ibn Zaidl (->: )

( :10Abu 'Ubaidah Ibn Jarraht (•£ ).

THE NAMESOFTHE WIVESOFTHE HOLY
PROPHET »
Khadijah (i** <5»< ^ : )

Saudah bint Zama'ah (\&* ~> ^-= ; )

•A'ishah bint Abi Bakr (l*^ & ^/)

Hatsah (l*» & ^>j)

Zainab bint Khu/aimah(lj-> «' ^> ; )

Umm Salainah(lf-* «»i ->j)

Zainab bint Jahsh(i^* ^ 1 ^—';)

Juwairyyah(^-t *»i
t~^j)

Lliiim 1 labeebah(her name was Ramlah l^* aJ ^>j))

Sailyyah bint Huyayy (l$-t ^ 1

^r3 ;)

Maimoonah (lf* -i 1 j-^j)-

NAMES OF THE CHILDREN OFTHE HOLY

PROPHET #:

Taahir(.(«-t *»' ^j
Tayyib(t).

Ibraaheem(t).

DAUGHTERS:

Zainab (t*i* <o»i ->j)
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Faatimah (\&* ^ ^~°j)

Ruqayyah (i^ -^ 1 ^>j)

Urnm kulthoom (l&* &\ ^~*j)

THE NAMES OF THE SCRIBES OF THE WAHI, (Thc

Divine Revelation):

Khaalid ibn Sa'eed (.&)

Haiizhalah (&)
Yazeed ibn Abi Sufyaan {•&)

Zaid ibn Thaabit (4»)

Mu'aawiyah ibn Abi Sutyaan<(.v--,*.

a
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